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INTODUCTION

In the early part of this century astronomers recognized a faint

te.restrial component of light in the night sky. This light could not

be accounted for by the scattering by the earths atmosphere. The light

originates in the earth's atmosphere at altitudes between 70 and 120 km

and is nown as airglow. Studies of the airglow have bhow that it con-

aists of a mmber of distinct lines and bands at various wavelengths

nd of differing intensities. Chamberlain (1) has made a thorough study

o the information about the airglow published through 1959.

The airglow idts at all times in the upper Itmophere. It is taered

dayglow and nightglow depending upon the local tiae of observation. In

general, the dayglow and nightglow have different characteristics. At

darn and dusk certain coponents of the arglow are enhanced and their

eatiosion i known as the twilightglow.

In general the energy for the irg low comes from the chemcl re-

combination of substances dissooiated by the action of Snlight. The

recombination process is not necessarily direct. The dissociated cow-

ponents =ay undergo several differeat chemical transformations before

retu~ring to the original (undissoated) state. The chemical reactions

give up the stored solar energy by eztiting various electronic, vibra-

tional, and rotational states of the reattion products. The airglow

reults fro~ the return of the chemically exzoted reaction products down

to their normal ground states. Some components of the dayglow and



emit as a result of rsoneance and floUrescence of aunlght'p

In this atudy the alghtglow and twillghtgl w produced by the hydroxyl

molculeu s (Oi) and neutral sdium ates (Na) are examinred along with one

component of the airglow produced by oxygen atoms (0). The viationms

of these omponents of the airglow with season, altitude and latitude

as wall as their diurnal variations are presented. The mechanims thoght

to be responsible for the production of these o uponents are diEscused.

Correlations with various geephysical phenomena and other airglow com-

ponents are examIned. Each of the three airglow emissions is ndiscu~ed

iseprately and comprise the first three parts of this study. Information

found in the literature through 1963 along with some published during

the firse part of 1964 is included in this study.

several questions of metorological interest arise from a study of

the airglow. How are the dynamics of the atmosphere at and near the

altitudes of the airglow regions connected with the observed variations

in asrglow intenwity? Can the known facts concerning the upper atmospheric

circulation and struoture be fitted Into a ascheme ewhich will predict the

variations observed In the airglow? Can transport processes of the upper

atmosphere supply the energy for airglow emissions during the artica

winter? Is it possible for substances emitting radiations in the airglow

to be used as tracers of upper atmospheric nations? Do short term air-

glow variations indicate changes in the upper atmospheric circulation

pa.ttrn? Answers to these questions would indeed be a valuable addition

to the knowleode albout the upper layers of the atmosphere.
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The fourth section of th~s study is an attept to find relat: ns

betwen the dynamics and structure of the Upper atmosphere and the

variations of the aurglow. Eddy transport processes are discussed in

relation to their ability to supply energy for the airglow and also to

supply the substanses hAich aeat airglow radiation. Possible relations

betwen vertical eddy transport and alrglow altitudes and intensities

are presented. A circulation mechanism is proposed hich will explain

soe of the latitudinal and seasonal variations of the arglow as wll

as some of the observed features of the nasospheri temperature struc-

ture.



HYDROXYL NEWBETGOW

A. Discovery

In the summr of 1948 Neinel (2) obtained spectra of the near in-
0

frared region (7700-800A) of the night sky. In this region he dis-

covered a large number of intense emission foatures apparently due to

molecular radlations. Several other Investigators attempted to associate

theas features with various systems of N2 but were unsuccessful. In

1950 Meinel positively identified mazy of those features as belonging

to the vibration-rotatlon system of the CH molecule (304). He also .

defined the vibrational and rotational structure of the OH molecule as

w ll as the varous constants of the system and predicted the positions

of more bends farther In the infrared whtch he believed to be mach more

intense than the strong bands already observed (5). Later observations

taken n Dec. 1949 and Jan. 1950 gave exoellent agreement betwen theore-

tical and observed wavelengths of Or bands (5) Kron (8) intestigated

pectra farther into the Infrared (9000-11000A) and identified bands of

OR predicted by Me nel and eliminated the possibility of their belonging

to N . Roach, Pettit. and Williams (7) looked at spectra they had obtained

during the summer of 1948 for the region from 6400A and identified many

of the Metnel OH bands.

In a later work, Menel (8) predicted the relative intensities of

the various ON bands and determined the temperature of the emitting layer

from the rotational structure of some of the vibrational transitlons.



H e ma ble to observe all vibrational levels up to v = 9 (3.248eV).

A diagram of the ground state vibrationel structure is shown in Figure

1 HeEinel concluded that such a high level of energy could not be obtained

by theral excitation and that the excitation meohanism was due to an

energy resonane echanim hidcca h selectively populated the v = 9 level.

The other lower vibrational levels were then populated by cascading domn-

d fom 9 leel. thee intnensties observed in the near

infrared and theoretical calculations Heinel predicted that the total

emission by the OH bands was far stronger than all other airglow

ia~~ leons combined but that most of the emission lay so far in the in-

frared (3-40) so as to be unobservable due to the lower atmospheric

theral eis son. All In all, Meinel not only identified the OH

emission in the nightglov but also laid a groundw-rk for further inves-

tigations and Initiated several lines of investigation hbiself.

B. Nature of the Emission

The H emission is composed of vibration rotatein bands formed in

the ground state (sr) of the OH molecule. Each band is composed of

Ps Q, and A branches with the R branch forming the band head on the

short wavelength side and the rotational structure evidenced In the R

and P branches. The wavelengths of the bands range from 3817A for the

9-0 band to 4.47p for the 9-8 band. In general the transitions with

highest v have the least probability of occurring and those transi-

tions with the highest probability of occurrence (A v = 1) have the

lavst energy differences and hence emit at the longer wavalengths. The



FIGUR& I

X 211 Ground State: VIbratonal Structurea

-- 1G(v), on -

oGv) Go() G(O)
(v -1 C -1  eV

0 1847.78 0.00 0.000
1 5417.41 3589.63 0.443
2 8821.36 6973.58 0.885
3 12061.01 10213.83 1.266
4 15139.28 13201.50 1.648
5 180545, 2 16200.74 2.000

1000 20805.958 18968.17 2.350
7 23302.1 21544.3 2.671
8 28006.7 23958.9 2.970
9 28043.5 26195.7 3.248

10 30095.1 28347.3 3.502
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

r, A

After Krasovky, V. 1. N. N. Shefov ad V. 1. Yarin, Planet. Space Bol., 9, 895, 1962.



band origins and wavelengths have been computed by several authors

(9,10) and a cmlete licting is given by Chamberla (1).

The transition probabilities are given by several authors. The most

recent work has been don been done by Ferguson and Parkinson (11) bho used a

fth degree polynomial to. reprsent the dependence of the dipole moaent

on inter*-nuclear distance in order to calculate transitional probabilities

but concluded that they cannot be uniquely determined since no observa-

tions of Av 1= transitions are available. Relative and absolute

intensities of the various OR bands have been determined by several

investigators. einel (8) was the first to report intensity ratios for

bands in the near infrared. Roach, Pettit, and Williams (7) reported

the first absolute intensities as well as relative Intensities for

mny bands out to l.l6~. Later work in 1955 for the 1 to 21 region

was hindered by water vapor absorption (12). Dufay (13) gave the observed

relativ intensities of the entire Av = 4 sequence in 1957 and in that

~me year Harrison and Jones (14) reported absolute intensities for the

Av = 3 and 5v = 2 sequences. Additional observation of absolute and

relative ntensmities from more accurate observations have been reported

fince 1958 (15,16,1718,19,20). Beyond 2.41 atmospheric thermal ealssion

overcomes the OR emseaions. In addition, in the 1.5 to 23Sp region water

vapor bands strongly attenuate tho OR emis on. Neither of these effects

could be eliminated, even by choosing an exceptionally cold and clear

night for observations (at 52° N) (19). Needless to say, there is con-

siderable disagreement among the absolute ntensities reported and even

aong the relative intensities. Part of this is due to the variability
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S"g Oh mistios but, as Chamberaain points ot, the intensity Mea-

sureme3 J are quite subjeat to error (1).

lcinel (8) originally post uated that the excitation of OH as due

to an e ergy resonane hich slectively .populated the ninth vibrational

level and that the remaining levels were populated by cascading from

the ninth level. At the tine there ma no detailed theory for the energy

distribution produced by a chwical reaction and it seemed that resonance

would be mpo rtant. Later work has discredited this idea and Chamberlain

ad m ith (10) showed that there was no reason to expect the ninth or

&ny bther level to be preferentially excited. They proposed that all

levels =uld be populated equally. This latter Idea is in better agree-

ment with the observations of relative band intensities and theoretical

transition probabilities (19,21).

Another problem is the absence of excitation of vibrational levels

greater than the ninth. The solution may lie in the energy available

from the exciting chemical reaction. The exciting reaction(s) has yet

to be irrevocably established& Shefow (22) has reported the observation

of the tenth vibrational level at Zvenigorod in Dee. 1962 but this in the

only report of a level greater than the ninth in the OR nightglow since

thoe dentification of the OR bands by Meinel in 1950 and hence its validity

i rather doubtful. Krassovsky (23) has argued that If the tenth and

hig~hr levels are excited they will rapidly disappear through col-

lisions with 0 a or N before emission and hence -not be observed in the

nightglow. Ho states that Oh(val0) has sufficient energy to react chemn-

cally with 0 2 and 2 to fom and N 20 respectively.
Ir~~~iP$:08~ ~2 2 E~~~ gf~:~i°~13 2~~~ ffcs BBP~ C ~ E~f~
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Th enargy released by the OR band far exceedo that of all other

irhlow components combind. The observrd energy release in the I to 211

Seglon by OH is approxinately 34 x 10"2 *rg/C 2 stera dan see (14). The

total energy release by a11 OH bands is stimated to be several erSs by

Ferguson and Parkaisn (11) and 3.2 ergJ/m2 by Chamberlain and

Smith (10). Most of this cannot be observed due to atnospheric thermal

emission. Wallace (24) estimates that 85% of the photons are mtted in

the 2.8 to 4.51L region. On the average each UN molecule emits four to

five quanta before reaching the ground vibrational state (10,24). The

maxrim possible e lssion is nine quanta for a molecule excited into

the ninth vibrational level and cascading down with a Av = 1 at each

transition. Using the assumption of xclusive excitation of the ninth

level various investigators estimated the exowtation rate of OR molecules

to be betwoen 10 10 and 1.5 x 101 2/a 2 sec (14,17,25,28,627). Using

equal ecitation of all levels, whioh is more likely, the rate of nwely

formed excited OH molecules is estimated to be I to 1.6 x 10 a12 0O1/ 2 ge

(100 112P.,26,27). The actual rates are probably somewhat higher than

the values given here due to collisional ds-excitation of excited OH

by other substances.

Determination of the rotational structure of the OR bands can furnish

the temperature of the OH molecules. When the excited OH molecules cascade

to lowvr vibratonal levels, higher and higher rotational states are

reached and the rotational temperature is thus increased. If the excited

O( molecules undergo ufficient collisions with the ambient particles the

rotational states will be redistributed and bee=* in equilibrium with
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the ambient temperature* The lower vibrationally excited states have

longer 11t1times (10 2 see ter v _ 1) than the more highly excited states

(2 x 10"3 see for v = 9) and hence are more likely to have otational

temperatures in equilibrium with the ambient temperature (28). Several

investigators have calculated that below 90 km the excited OH molecules

will undergo sufficient collisions before exitation such that collisional

redistribution of the rotational states will occur so that the rotational

teoperature will be equal to the ambient temperature (28,29,30). The

:further above 90 km that the e mision takes place, the more likely it is

that the higher vibrational levels vwll not have rotational temperatures

in equilibrium with the ambient temperature. Also the rotational toeera-

tures determined from the various H beands wll exhibit greater differences

since the lower vibrational levels will be more nearly n equilibrium than

the hi gher levels. A possible example of this effect oan be seen in

observations at Zvenigorod reported by rasyovsky and hit co-wrkers (31).

They encountered cases: here the rotational temperature ma greater than

270. for vibrational levels six to nine while saultaneously observing

lou~r rotational temperatures for the fourth and fifth rblbrational levels.

This result might also be due to diiferent exoltation mechlanims dominating

at different altitudes with different temperatures C ,26).

A Vltfculty in the interpretation of the rotational temperatures

i& due to the fact that the OR emission occurs over a significant range

of aititude in the atmosphere. The Intensity of the emission varies with

altitude and the ambient temperature varies with altitUde also. The measured

rotatio~il temperatures will then be an average weighted according to the
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intnsity Pand tmperaturc variation with altitude in the em~tting layer.

NPherson and Jones (29) feel that ON rotational tmperatures cawmot be

cps ared with other temperature mea r nt until the relation between

intensity and teperature with height are known. Bunten (32) brings

out the point that rotational temperature observations are affected by

atmospheric absorption.

Recent observations In Russia of OR rotational temperatures, in-

t~nsities, and relative population of the vibrational levels of the OR

bands have shown ome interesting features. Some observations during

the winter 1957-58 at three locations showed that the Intensity of

emi~sons with different rotational terature was the same (33), Obser

vations by Fedorova (16) at 420N showed no relation between rotational

temerature and initial vibrational level. Observations at Yakutk

(620 N) during the winter 1959-60 show that for rotational temperatures

greater than 250 and high intensity there is an intensity increase

accompanyng rotational t ertu I # rture increases (31). For rotational

teoperatures less than 2500K there was no relation between temperature

and Intensity. Another feature of the Yakutsk observations was the

tendency for an increase in the population of the higher vibrational

levels with increasing rotational temperature. Observations at

Zvenigorod (58oN) during the same period disclosed no relation between

the rotational temperature and intensity of the OR bands for any tempera-

ture range (31). From later observations at Zvenigorod, Berg and Sheov

(34) report that the OH Intensity depends directly upon the rotational

p~terature but that they were not at all well correlated.
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C. Altitude of the OR Emision

Several "ethods are available for estimating the height of the

layer from which the O nightglow originates. The earliestis the Van

Rlhijn Method which assumes that the emission layer is a thin spherical

shell around the earth and of uniform intensity. The height of the layer

Is deduced by observing the variation of the intensity of emission with

zenith angle. Many of the earlier height determinations were made by

this method. From observations taken in southern California during the

s~umer of 1948, Roach, Pettit and Williams (7) obtained an altitude of

70±20 km for the altitude of the infrared emission of the nightglow which

they later identified as being due to OH. Similar observations by Huruhata

(35) during 1949 in Japan yielded heights of approximately 300 km. In

1952 Barbier (38) critically examined all height determinations made up

to that time and concluded that the altitude of the emIttig layer of Cl

. s approximately 70 kn. From observations during the winter of 1952-53,

in France, Berthier (37) obtained heights of 140 to 150 km. More recent

Improved observations by the Van Rhija Method from aircraft and the ground

have yielded heights ranging from 83 to 69 km (20,38). All observations

by this technique are subject to the validity of the assumptions involved,

in particular to the uniformity of the intensity in the emitting layer.

Thir assumption has been shown by many observers to be invalid since sur-

veyo of intensity over the entire sky reduced to the zenith show a very

uneven pattern of intensity which fluctuates and moves with time.

Another method of determining the height of the C8 nightglow makes

usz of the variation of the zenith intensity over the sky mentioned above.
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Thi requires i=ltaneauz oberva~ions by tvwo stations located seome

distance apart. Each station makes surveys of the intensity variation

over the sky and a comparison is made of the intensity patterns obtained

in order to correlate features in the pattern in the portions of the sky

observed by both stationso The height of the emitting layer can then

be d2temined by triangulation on a feature seen by both stations. Nakaenura

(38) has made just such triangulation observations during Dec. 1959 and

Jan. 1980 from stations in Japan located 35 ka apart. His results sbowed

the height of the OH layer to range between 71 and 76 km.

A third method of height determination is by use of the observed

otational temperatures. If the temperature distribution of the atmosphere

Bth height is known and if the emitting OH aoleculon have their rotational

atr~cture in equilibrium with the ambient temperature, then the rotational

temperatures can Indicate the altitude of the emitting layer. As has

besn pointed out before, there are limitations on the altitude where

rotational equilibrium is established before emIsiton. Also the observed

temperature is not for a single height but avoraged over a finite layer

over which the intensity of emission and temperature varies. From obseer

vations of rotational tempeature in Norway, Eviwite (18) deduced.an

altitude of 70 km . Usin observations over a year period, Wallace (24030)

ifomnd rotational temperatures which indicated that the altitude of emission

as either 70 km or 100 km. Sinco the rotational temperatures were approxi.

eately the iame for all v~bratioaal levels observed, Wallace concluded that

the emitting layer was below 90 km and hence at 70 k From observations

ef the rotational temperature variation over the yeer and the variation
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of atmospherio temperature at 75 kIm over the year as deduced from rocket

ob-erv ons, Wallace concluded that the altitude variation of the emitting

layer oier the year mwa mall. Krasaovsky (39), in a series of observa:

tions obtaiaed a dipersion of rotational temparatures which he beIevezs

how a varlatiun in the altitude of emission. He observed high rotational

tosraPs ures on om cocasions which indicated to him th t the esaeston

takes pla* wull away from the sopause (which is located approalmately

85 ki). At Zvenigorod Berg and Shefow (34) obtained rotational tempera-

tur s which correspond to the temperature at 80 km as determined by

The best method for determining the height of the OH nightglow layer

i by means of rocket obearvatioms. In this method photometers are

oriented at various angles with respect to the rocket axte and equipped

Vth filters so as to Isolate the spectral region containing the emsson

to bte observed. The readings of the photmeters are taken as the rocket

go~a up through the atmosphere. The emittrg layer is found at the altitude

'ire the photometer readinga drop off most rapidly (depending upon the

phto~8eter orientation) * Most of the rocket observations have been made

t White Sands, New Mexico. One observation has been reported by ussian

The first observation at White Sands was reported by Heppner and

Fe~edith (40) for a flight in July 1956 Their photometer was centered

O O

at 6300A and they observed emission of the 9-3 OH band at 6232A. The

photameter gave readings from 56 km to 163 km (pesk rocket altitude)

and from these they deduced that almost all the OH emission originated
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below 100 km and that the lowr boundary of the emitting layer was

balow W8 km. The 6300A line of X did not interfere mith their measure-

ents asince it originatea above 150 km. Tausey (41) later sumanrized

the results of all rocket observations through 28 March 1957 taken at

Viite Sands. The reults a re shomn in Table 1. In interpreting these

TABL I

Sumary of Rocket Observations of the Height of the
011 Layer at WhIte Sands, New Mexico

17 Nov 55
2 AM

12 Dec 3
10 PM

5 Jul s0
1 AM

20 iar 57
10 PM

5200A

0

141 8320A

0
183 3335A

eaooAo

a140 5230A

0

68300A

1 0

150A
0

O 0

30A 6277A(6-0)

0

59A

O0

72A

22A

22A

25A

0

5277A(6-0)

0

6258A(9-3)

0

5203A(9-2)

None

6258A(9-3)

88-97km Max at
95 ka

80-110ka Maa near
100 ha

90-110ma Max at
104 km

Below Lower edge
100 km below 581m

85-110km Max near
100 km

90-110km Max near
100 km

80-110km

altitudes, it must be remamerbed that in the 3200-5400A region the OR

bands are weak. Fro the 5410A results it appears that a continuum

eissuon exists in the region from 85 to 110 km and this ms seen in the

othe..r oervatione inutead of the OH emission. Krassovsky (42) later

M=x
Rocket

105
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iaed the 100 km heighto deduced from these rocket obaervations to support

a prticular mode of excitation of the OH molecule but Bates and

isewivtsch (43), Packer (44) and also Dalgarno (45) disagreed with this

interpretation claiming that a weak continum was observed rather than

the OH bands in that region. The latter interpretation appears to be

the correct one.

A =ro recent rooket observation has been pWarted by Packer (44).

This wa also taken at White Sands on 6 Nov. 1959. One rocket photoeter

0 0

,wa equipped with a filter cantered at 7280A and a half width of 180A and

0

other photometer had a broad filter which was aentered at 8800A and
0 0

observed the emission between 7400A and 10,200A. The first photometer

observed the 8-3 OH band at 7275A and the second included the entire

av 4 sequence plus 9-4 and 3-0 bands. The 8-3 band had 10% of the

total emission between 52 and 72 km, 70% between 72 and, 95 km and 20%

above 90 ka. The peak was fond to be at 83 km The radiation above

95 km was apparently due to a continuum. The photometer with the broad

filter gave no data above 91 km but it appeared that no more than 20%

of the emission ms above 95 km and most of this could be due to a con-

tinuum and the (0-1) atmospheric 02 band at 88645A. The maximum emission

apared to be near 90 km. No attempt was made to subtract out the con-

rnum from these observations and doig so would only lower the ORl

altitudes slightly. Packer's final conclusion was that the ON layer ms

mainly botween 70 and 95 la with a maximum between 85 and 90 km (44).

7t mat recently reported rocket observation was made.by Tarasova

-(4) In -ussia on 2S 8ept. 1960. There were two photomaters, one equipped
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0 O

-rith a filter centered at 8640A and a 280A halt width and the other had

a filter admitting ra diation in the 9100A to 10,700A range. The 8O40A

phctometer detected no emission below 74 km or above 130 ks. The mitting

layer had a sharp lover boundary at 74 km and & very rapid rise of in-

tenity to a axiaa at 80 ka, and an upper boundary between 100 and 120

ka. The center of gravity of the layer a~s at 81 . kmi It t~s esti-

mated that 50% of the emission Fs due to the (0-1) atospheric band

of 02 and the rest due to the 7-3 Si band. The other photometer observed

almost exclusively OR emission and showed a localized layer with a center

of gravity at 78 . kmia.

In auwmary, it seems that the rocket observations of Packer (44) and

Tara0sva (46) have mort nearly isolated that whbch is being investigated,

the intensity distribution with altitude of the OH nightglow. Packer's

re~s .lt for 7280A of the 8-3 OB band seem to be particularly valid since

the filter half-width Is small and there are no other strong emiesons

near tIet wavelength. Packer' conclusion that the main OC emission

originates betwen 85 and 90 km seems somewvat unjustified. The location

of the rocket shot reported by Tarasova as not given. Also it is not

kno~ exactly if or how the altitude of emission varies with location,

time of year, or time of day. Krassovaky' Interpretation of rotational

temeprature variation from night to night as being due to variations in

the altitude of emission (39) must also be taken into consideration. This

terais ture variation could also be due to changes of temperature at fixed

altitudes in the omitting layer, unless the variations are so large and

so rapid that heating or cooling of the layer by normal meteorological
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procesem I o e~cuded. Brased upon the above data and considerations

it I concluded that the peak of the OH emission originates betwen

80 and 85 km. Additional rocket observations with simltanous reladizs

fron msevral narrow spectral Intervals would be elcomes Rocket obser-

vatlon from further In the infrared of the Av = 2 or 1 bands might

be usfet due to the high intensity of these bands but this nust awmit

instrument raprovemants.

D. Variations of the Ci E ission

1. Intensity

The variation of the OH nightglow intensity ovmr the sky and

the atteMpts at triangulation on various distinctive features in order

to determine the altitude of the eadtttng layer have already been

mentioned. Nakawura (27) has desclbed cases vhere the OH intensity

pattern changed, grew, end spread throughout the night. His simaltaneous

obedrvations at two stations show patterns which are not similar but which

have a good correlation of diurnal variations of the mean intensity found

by averaging over the entire sky Generally all sky smvueys show a patchy,

i magular isslon pattern.

Thoe itensity variations have been reported by several authors. There

appears to be a variation of intensity throughout the night, from night

to night, and a variation of the diurnal pattern over the year. Obcervar

tions on the varidtion during the night have been principally reported

for stations located ,in Russia and France Early observations of the

intensity variation during the night have been made by Berthier (47) for
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servationa at Haute Provence 11 France. Fr1 0 seratine made in

Jan 1953 Berthier found a g ral eorease after senst which lasted

othraee to tour hours. This was followed by a steady rise to sgb-

mtrntially higher inteansities just before dawn. A more complete report

Stea mde by Berther (48) in 1955 based uponi alost two years of obser-

atlo. He observed a Sgoneral decrease from three to four and a hal

bhrs after sunset, then constant Intensity till maidnight, ftollowdI by

an Increase till just before dawn, and then a slight drop of Intensity.

11e 4a plitude of the variation ranged from 1.6 to 2.9 averaging 2.05.

The dawn intensities were higher than early ventag intensitios. In

gurmir the ninimu= at aidnight ws Imuch sharper with no period of coan-

stant Intensity. Strangly enough Berthier (49) later reported that

the variation during the night was random* Armstrong (50) also observed

diferIng types of variation during the night which appeared to him to

hav no physical signifiiane (holwver, his observations mere contamInated

eIth 02 radiation). More recent results at Haute Provence by M. Dufay

%1) diSclose almot th* same type of variation originaly reported by

gorthler (48,52).

In Rusoia, Flshkova awd Markova (53) report a nightly Intensity

nimum near local midnight and a maximum tic to four hours after id-

,gSh based upon observations over a year at Abastunaai (420N). Foa

aobservationm teken during the winter of 195-57 at = Brkan (400N) FedoOva

(10) finds the Oi intesity remins fairly constant throughout the n±ght

avrItng by less than a factor of 1.5. In Japan Nakixura (27) found that

smod to be a monthly variation In the durnal intensity variation.
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'1heo dmly onrves shoed % better siilarity in winter then in amer.

The general winter pattern w9a an intensity dereao e to midnight and

th=n an increase to greater intensity at dan. In sumer an overall

decrease or nearly constant intensity wre most frequently observed.

Nakab~s thoaht that there seemed to be both a diurnal and a sem-

diurnal component in the intensity variation. Nakcaura's results wvre

dorived ftvm observations taken over a period exceeding two years.

There is a fairly good E greemnt by most observoer on the pattern

of tbh annual variation of OR intensity. Berthier (62) finds an

intensity aini t in midwme r (July and August), followed by an abrupt

IncroEas to a maximm near the beginning of November. From the maximum

there is a slow decrease un the during the idnter which becomes more rapid in

Varch snd flnally reaohes the sa r minima n Berthier reported that

the miniaulm intensities were 20% less than the maxinm. Berthier's

obsrvetions wore taken over a two-yar period at Haute Provence in

rra&oe. Later reports of the aannal OH intensity variation at Haute

Provence by M. DUfay (51) and Drthier (49) have confirmed Berthi r's -

original observations. A somewhat discordant report ra made by Barbier

(54) based on observations made on 118 nights over a two-year period at

Haute Provence. Barbier interpreted his data as showing a maximum at

the autumnel equinox and a minimm at the spring equinox. A good portion

o~ this seem to be a desire on Barbier's part for a ey trical variation.

Baxbi~r (55) later reported observaticas at aQute Provence for the period

o Juns through Sept. in 1957 whIch show. a definite minin8 intensity

in late August. Observations ovr tfla s sane period at Tamanrasset (23 0 N)
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showed alm~st constant intensity (55) Observations in Russia

at 410 N 56O N and 62N by Fishkova and Markova, Berg and Shefov,

and Yain respectively all agree on an an early winter or late fall

ma m and a minimum in late sumer (August).

Most observers have remarked on a large variability of the

OHR ntensity, not only the diurnal and anunal patterns but also

from night to night and month to month. Fishkova and Markova (53)

found that their absolute intensities varied by a factor of four.

Harrison and Jones (14) found a large variation of intensity at

1.68( throughout the year. Yarin (56) reported that the nightly

and night-to-night variations far exceeded his instrumental errors.

Borg and Shefov (34) reported that the OH intensity varied most

during the winter. From observations at Saskatoon, themansky

and Jones (20) ftound much lower absolute intensities of certain

infrared bands than reported by Harrison and Jones (14) from

earlier observations at the same locations.

Latitudinal variations of OH intensity are difficult to deter-

mine due to the inaccuracies in absolute brightness calibrations

of the tnstruments used. Nevertheless, there are some definite

indications of a latitudinal variation. A comparison of

observations made during the simmer of 1957 at Tamanrasset (230N)



,atd Hutc Provnoe (440 N) vas made by Barbler (5) vho found the inteW

Os c Haute Proveno§ much higher on the average. The i intenity

ahoed little variation at Tamnmanset. Shftov (22) found the mean

intensity at Zvenigorod (58ON) swa nearly the sae as the nimim inv-~

tesities observed at Yakutek (620 N). There tpe tO be an overall in-

or ~ee of intensity with latitude. It also appeasr that the intlen ty

variation is greater in sidlatitudes than at low latitude. Nothing

can yet be definitely said concerning the high latitude variation. There

Is alo asoe e vidence for longitudinal variations. Fedorova (16) found

little variation during the night at 44OE (less than a factor of 1.5)

kile Borthler (52) reported an average nightly amplitude factor of

2.05 with some cases ranging up to 2.9 for observations at 0OE. Care

est be used here s;ne the two series of observations were made more

than two years apart.

In mnuary, it can be said that the CH naghtSlow intensity e ihbits

great variability, not only in time but apparently in space as well.

Ovr a aingle station the intensity is not uniform over the sky and

a~lo varoie with time. The diurnal variation generally decreases after

a to midaight and then rises to a maximum seral hours past aid

might. This variation is weak or non-existant in sumer but well defined

in winter. The annual intensity variation has a mxtum in late fall or

e~rly winter, relatively high values throughout the winter and a mnimui

n lathe late samer. The intensity exhlbits great night to night vaaria-

bllity, particularly in middle and high latitudes. The intensity also

se to be generaly stronger at higher latitudes.
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3. TIperature

Rapid changes in the OR rotational temperature have been observed

at most locations. Krassovoky (31) and Yarin (56) have noted large

ight to night variations and variations during a single night. It is

almost impossible to observe a dirunal tempetature variation with present

day instrwumento The O emissions in the wavelength region -A= photo-

graphic plates are sensitive is quite weak and hence long exposures are

necessary in order to deternine the band structure with the nec ssary

resolution and accuracy. Kvitte (57) teels that the minata instru-

ment resolving power for rotational temperature work should be at most

50A/aOm. Observations of tperature from measurements in the infrared

are not useful due to the poor resolv ng power of the instruments.

Duing long winter nights Krassovsky (26) exposed two plates for half

a night each and found temprature ditfferences greater than 100K.

Since each of these exposures gives the average temperature for half

the night, it is fairly certain that the true diurnal variation is much

more than that observed by Krassovsky. Hunten (32) attributes the wide

temperature variation to either a temperature change at fixed altitudes

or variation In the altitude of the emitting layer in a region with a

attrong temperature gradient. Krassovaky (26) favors the latter mechanism.

Instrument limitations do not prevent the detection of an an annual

rotational temperature variation. In some cases, particularly during

short summer nights, it Is necessary to expose a plate over several

nights In order to achieve a readable OH spectrum. Studies of rotational

temperaturo over an entire year have been made by Wallace (30) at Yerkhe
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b terv&Ytry, 42,6 0 N, and by Ngayefn-u-Doen (5) at the Oboearvatory

at Ha te Provence, 43.9oN. Their results are shown along with others

In Table II. From those tvo series of observations it Is seen that the

sAmaiem tomperatur. occurs in the winter (about February) and the MItUnIm

in the casmer (July). The aplitude of the.variation for these two

stations is approximately 800K. This general pattern of variation is

aported by many other reports covering only part of the year. Bgrg

Md ShefOv (34) found a max maM in Decemb r and January and a minimum

In ~mer frea observations at9 Zvenigorod (5to7 0 N) taken during a period

of a ye~r but lacking data for Sept* and Oct. Projudina's observations

(61) at Zenigorod show high winter values with a sudden dropoff in

April. At YakUtak3 62.1 0 N, Yarin (81,56) found a midwinter maximum with

a tendency for a rapid rise in Nov. and r d all a rapid fall at the end of March

(there were no swmer observations since there is little or no true

night at high latitudes). At Avenigorod, 55*70N there seemed to be no

clear relation in the temperature variation (31,61). Observations at

Sskatoon (12,20,29), 52.1N, taken during several different years also

9how a definite tendency toward a winter maxiomu and a rUmer minimum.

It should be noted here that many of the earlier rotational tempera-

tures were incorrect due to an error in the energy relation used. This

mm discovered in 1959 and a correction has been computed and applied

to ell ncorrect temperatures (57,62,63). This correction has been

appled to all rotational temperatures used in this paper.

A ,ot of rotational temperturevetur rsus latitudes shows a deflnite

latitudinal effect. a s 'mar of all known averag.*e temperature



TABLE II

Sumary of OH Rotational Tampratur' Ugmmur(ents Listed by

month and Station

halilain d~ean k MaEB $ tMa. La Bu a anSt m a Aere

Blackwall at al (15)
Fedorova (16)

Wallace (ZO)
Doan (58)

McPherson and Jones (29)
Gush and Jones (12)
Shemanaa y ad Jones (20)

Shefov (60)
Prokudina (61)

McPherson and Jones (29)
KEvite (57)

McPherson and Jones (29)
Chamberlaln and Oliver (59)

16.308
40.40N

42.60H
43.90N

52.1N

55*.7N0

58.8*M
59.7ON

74.70N
76.oN

- 294 - an - o -
212 219 - - .. o No go * uw 215

28 239 aZ 191 225 213 196 213 213218 - 223
228 230 226 228 201 205 197 - - 235 228 222

248 239239 210 199 - 200 248 -

227 230 226 - - - - - 228

to 227 - - am m

215 217 2 - - 4

- 242 384 - - - -
* iga 8 * L * O - -

fm dMS * k 4m

* so dw me

am * 4m 300 dab

0 All tempratues are gaven in OK

294
218
216
218
220

226

226

227
218

263
300

_1 _ L131 I YII L _ Y l



determinations is shou In Table III. They are listed in order of

increasing latitude without reference to longitude or period of obser-

vation. In Table IV the temperatures are broken dovm into the season

of the observations and everages are given for all determinations at

that season and latitude regardless of the year of observation. Several

observerver dd not give the date or season of their observations and

hence their teperatures could not be Included in this table. From

the winter data in Table IV it to readily apparent that in f ddle lati-

tudes (400 - . ) there is little, It any, variation in the rotational

temperature. During the winter at about 860, the rotational tempera-

tures begin to increase rapidly with maximam values found at the pole-

ward limit of observations (70.gN)* McPherson and Jones (29) attribute

this latitude effect to a decrease In the height of emission with in-

creasing latitude. This temperature correlation is mEah higher w th

geographi latitude than with geumanetio latitude. Less complete

tables similar to Table III have been published by Wallace (63) and

Ivitte (67) but some of the Russian observationl listed by them are in

error as to latitude. Kvifte and ~alla have mistakenly used the

geomagnetic latitude given in the original Russian articles for geo-

graphic latitude.

There also seous to be a latitudial effect in the aplitude of the

anmual variation. Wallace (30) believes that the amplitude of the

annual variation increases with latitude. A comparison of the obser-

vations at 42.6 and 52.1N seem to bear this out. It is unfortunate

;hat the long days and twilight during the summer months at higher
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TABLE IIe

Averate ON Rotational Temperature Determanations

kat Ja I

Blkwel et al 19,0 (15)
Fedorova 1989 (16)
einel 1950 (8)

Wallace 1961 (30)
Caboms et al 1980 (64)
Dufay + Dutfy 1951 (65)

xl Dtufy 1959 (51)
Conn s + Gush 1959 (66)
Consas + Gust 1960 (87)
Nguyen-um"Doan 1963 (58)
M. Duay + Bicquay 193 (68)
Gay allina (82)
Cash + Jones 1955 (12)

Sheov 1963 (60)
WMhersoaaJones 1960(29)

Avfte 1959 (18)

K f4te 1961 (57,69)

Shvyakaya 1959 (16)

Yarln (62)
M. Dufay+Bilquey 1963(88)
ProEudina 196 (61)

McPherwa+Jones 190(2)
Chamberlain40iver 1953(59)

40.4DN4

42.6oN
42.004N43,9014
43.9oN
43,91*N
43.9904
43.9oN

43,904
43*9014

82.1sN

52.1o1N
52.1*N
55,71HM5,70N8

589870N

59.70H

N45 o

N

NE
NETS0O

N4E70

U,N60o

SW30 o

59.70N SW300

60.2QN tN70

62.1N 'N600
66.70S -
68.301 f.alth

74.70
76.8

Aug 1958
DeeM-FebS7
Dec$-JOA0
Doc58'mJan0O
Aug49-Jean50

I=
Sep57-Nl*n57
Mar 1959
Mar 1959
1961
181
Deo57 Jan58
May-Jun 54,

371

Oct-Nov 59
Jan-Apr 57

Mar 58
JanS8MarS8
Jau58-Marw58

Winter
Nov-Dec 59
Oct59-Aprf00

Dec 58
Feb 57

eb-Mar
Nov 52

)efeotive photometer

1. Direction and Zenith Angle of Observatlon
2a Date of Observations
3. Reported Temperature IOK

4. Corrected Teperature o1

294
23.16

250
21o240
220

257

213

240
246

222
2845±4
275
250

370.25
28Q.0

32WSS

294

216

424W
230
250
220
220
2BS3Q
238
20Q±20

210±27
213
22ft19

222

254
250
265
370±25
258±20

27U±35
30Q+33
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TABLE IV

Average Oi Rotational ToCeratures

39.7 *oN 237 - -

40.40 N 21fl5 - -

42.5N 226 214 208 215
43.9ON 228 218 201 231
62.1oN 247 212 - 213
55.7N 222 226 - -
58.8N - 227 O N
59. oN 222 - - -

0.2oN (Obs to south) 244 - - -

60.2oN (Obs to north) 254 - - -
63.21N (Obs to south) 250 -
62.11N (Obs to north) 26 -
68. 0SoN 300 -
74.7 N 27S5 - -
76.680M - 300

latitudes prevent the accurate observations vwhth are needed to con-

firm this variation.

In sumary the ON rotational teqperature ehibits great variability

from night to night and also some, as yet, undetermined variation during

the night. An amual maximt m is fondt in midwinter and a minimrt m n mid-

ummer. The amplit'de of this annual variation seems to encrease with

latitude. In general, the rotational temperature in the winter Is

cssentially constant in middle latitude, but poleward of about 550 It

increases rapidly with latitude. The reason for this variation is not

clear. As rooket observations have shown, the temperature at 75 km in-

cre~ses by about 400 K betwoen 350N and 59ON and also varies with time

(70). But, whether it is the toaperature variation at fixed altitudes,
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or altitud variations ;n a reg ion of strong vertical temperature gradient

idch causes the cWbrved temperature variations cani~t be determined.

ioth are probably rsponsible in part for the observed behavior. It is

also possible that lonitudnal variations exist but verif oation of

this would reqire observations over the se time period by several

stations with widely differing longitude end app rostxaely the same

latitude. Such observations have not yet been made.

a. Correlations

The correlations of W nightglow 1wth other night sky ewissions Or

geophysical ph enm are vey few, Probably the best correlation is

with the sodlum nission. Berthier (71) made observations of OR and Na

nightglow intensity during six naghts in Sept. and Nov. of 1952. ie

found that there was a very definite correlation between the two emie-

slonse The variations of the two emissions were nearly parallel through-

out the night on ali six nghts. Barbior (54) and Berthier (52) later

noted that the seasonal variation of the two emisions were very eamilar

and that they also seemed to be correlated. Several other workers at

varot s locations have remarked on the strong diurnal and seasonal coe

variance of these two emissions (1,24,30,72). Paclcer (44) reported a

good correlation between the I and Na variations of Intensity over a

five-year period.

Ballif and Venkatearan (73) have examinsd the coirelation of H0

and Na emissions frv the viewpoint of the reaction mechan1ims. They

show that the Na intensity variation has a temporal component of variation



depndent Ipn ozone concentration in the ewitting layer. They believe

thct the reaction M c nI for the OC emisalto also depends upon the

zo~~ o co~nestratio n Since the two aemasron originate from nearly

the sam altitude region, they haould then be correlatfd since they

both dp*'d upon the ozone conoM tration at their comon eaisiaon

Krawssck and soam of his oorkers (31) find a strong oorrelation

of OR intensity with that of the ltmoepherio I line at 8O3A. This

is to be expected sinac they both depend upon the hydrogen concentration.

As yet no one else has observed this correlation.

Apparently there Is no correlation of OH intensity with the atomic

oxygen green line at 5577A. Fedorova (18) found no diurnal correlation

from his study of data tahen over a year. Howweer, Fishkova and Markova

(53) find that the near mAdnight ainium of inntensity for OR ocinoidea

with the 5577A naximw.

There see m to be no correlation between the ON intensity and geo-

phyical pheno KV4te (18) reported that the O does not mesa to be

e9oned during aroral displays. Berg and Shetov (34) coald find no

dependence of Intensity or rotational temperature upon magnetio activity

for a year's observations at Zvenigod. Finally,, Irassovsky (17) found

the ON omission to be independent of solar activity.

F. Reaction Mechaniai

Since the identification of the OA nightglow a great amomut of work

hPA been done in trying to establish the oxcitation mechanias for the OR
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2~lecule. This york has benm accompanied by the publication of an

eqyvialent amount of literature argulag the relative merits of the

roaction mehanls proposed. To date, there are two mlw s of excitation

which appear to be feasible. One rechavnolsm w5gested by Bates and

Ncolet (25), vin1ves a reaction betwen osone xd atomic hydrogen

in order to produce vibrationally excited ON aolecules. The other

ichaniana depends upon a reaction botween vibrationally excited oxygen

volecules and atomio hydrogen. Krassovs y is the proponent of this

latter mechaa and has published nmerone articles e pounding his

vieapoint. The main features of each excitation aechantas will first

be presented separately and then both 911l be discussed as to their

ability to explain the observed emission features.

1. Osone Mechanism

The osone-hydrogen mechanasm was first roposed by Bates and

NHcolet (a,28) in 1950 shortly after Meinel aenorPncd the identitbeation

o? the OR bands in the nightglow. The source of atemio hydrogn is mainly

from water vapor vilih diffuses upward through the tropopa se into the

mosphere ihere it is broken down by reactions 14 and 29 (all nmbers

refer to the reactions liWed in Table V). Upward diffusion of methane

and molecular hydrogen also contribute to the atadic hydrogen concentra-

tion since they are not affected by the low :.maperatures in the astre

tesphere thich greatlAy lowers the dew point of the water vapor. The

wolecular hydrogen is brsken down directly by the action of sunlight and

also by reaction 20 ihile the methane undergoes a series of dissociation

reactions vhich begins with 15, Reaction 20 s alno t ompl.ete well
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TABLE V

Aocieated with the O1 Nightglow

2+ 0+,,, -- + 

0 + 0 + X - 0 + X2 23*LU

O +o ljl 0e + 0o 2S0 +X --s+t +X

O + --V 0 "+ x
3 3

0 9 A > 19S) -- %1 + 03 2

0 + -- 0 + 0 0
3 3 2 22

o + , 0 + bl+

o + o -** 2 + o

H.0 + hv ON + X 130
418000

(at 100 va)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

90

10.

31.

12.

13.

14.

18.

L.

17*

18.

M0*

CI + hV - CB + (to1owed by oth.

H +a + X H 2 + X

H + 0 -- OH ( - 9) + 03 2

S+0* ( "- -7) *- O " ( ,'-. 9) + 0
2

O++X -Oli +x

2a""~ 4B

r breakdown reactions)

a

h at 70 kma
at 100 km
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(TABLE V conrtinued)

21. 2 O ---*OCR + 02

22s H8 + h* -+ ON + 0

23. 0 + o + h

24. OR QO + h0

25. of+ x -- m + X*

26. o(npv -  10 ) + 02 -.- 3 +

27. O + 0
2  0 0 + w2

28. oR ++ b 
- - . ' + o

29, 41 +0 O -- 3 H + 02

30. O + - O +Ho

32. H +0 2 +--HO 2 +x

33. + HO 2 ... H20 +0

34. O 'A r N2 - N2* + 0

35. N + 0 N* + 0*

37. o + 0 -3 N ' + 0o
2 2

3. o + RD -- o +
2 2 3

39. o +10 R A O * 2 + 0 +03 2 2 2



below 100 km and 16 proceds very slowly so that all hydrogen exists

Gither in the atomic state or n compoun with oxygen (but not as water).

The copoud HO2 produced by 27 31 and 32 may have appreciable concen-

tration in the lower part of the dissociation region. The atomic

hydrogen concentration at 100 km is estimated to be about 108 to 10

eQtome/c 33 .

Bates 1nd Nicolet ruled out t production by 19 and 23 as being much

too slow to be efteotive In producrg even part of the observed excita-

tion rate. They finally settled upon 17 as being the most probable

excitation machaniem followed by 24 and then 29 bwhih servos to recycle

the hydrogen. Reaction 17 is most offEotive at lower altitudes (about

65 a) and is tefast enough t produce the observed exittation rat**e.

Further support for this mecanis comes from the fact that 17 produces

esergy which can only exite 41 vibrational levels of nine or loss and

is nergetically incapable of ex iting the tenth vibrational level which

is not observed in the nibhtlow. Chaaberlain (1) points out that this

mechaenim can be valid only It the OR emlssion layer is at about 65 km

sin~. the maximum eission rate, which ocur~s at 45 kis, is required in

order to produce the observed high exotation rate.

2. Exited Molecular Oxygen Mechanism.

In 1981 Krassovsky suggested that reactions 18, 24, 125, 29

and 30 were responsible for producing the OR nightglow. The first step

in the production of 0 used in 18 Is through the dissociation of 0 by

1 and 3 Into t(f which decays by 3. The resulting atomic oxygen then

forms 02 by eane of 4, 5 and 6. eKrasovaky believes 4 and 5 to be more



offective than 6 in regions hewe the concentration of 0 2 is high. Roaction

5 is very fast and the 0 produced by 4 is shortlived and in low concentration

at 100 km. Below 100 km the small concentration of 03, 0 and H causes 03

to deactivate by 9 (23). A limit is placed on the excitation level of 0 by

7, o4 and 38 whIch rmoves o~ (v 27). This .eplains, in part, why OIf(v>e)

Is not observed. Deactivation of 02 by 8 is not beled to be highly

probable by rassovsk1. Rrassovsky (23) also includes 10 and 11 as effec-

tive means of keeping the 03, concentration low at 100 ks.

To further explain the absence of OUIv ? 10) Krassovsky (23) proposes

that 26 and 36 are very effective in the de-exeitation of O (v 10).

These two reactions coupled with 7, 34 and 35 then serve to completely

quench and eliminate any radiation frcm OH vibrational levels higher than

the ninth. At 100 km the concentration of 0 is sufficient to maintain

constant conentration of 02 and hence OH intensity throughout the night.

3. Discussion*

An argument as to which of the two above mechanisms is correct has

been going on in the literature since 1988. Kraraovsky (23) argued that

17 could excite the tenth vibrational level but this was eompletly dis-

proved by Bates and oioselwitsch (74),

Krassovsky (23) further believed that 17 did not have a sufficient

rate of reaction to .mplain the OH intensity. He attributed the low rate

of reaction to the rapid disappearnce of 0 through 4, 5 and 6. According

to his calculations, 4 could cause a decrease to one-half the original

concentration n n 0. sec, 5 sec, and 10 min after sunset at 60, 70 and

80 km reppectively. Reactions 5 and 6 serve to decrease the 0 concentra-

tion even more rapidly.
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There would then be no mras of recycling H inace 29 and 30 would then

Stoo elow At 100 km the 0 concentration will remain sufficiently high

throughout the night but 17 would be entirely too slow due to low 03

concentration at this altitude. ates and Molseiwttch (74) countered

this argument by pointing out that Krassoveky had used too high a rate

coefficient (10-3314omfeo) for 4. Their rate coeff cent

(5 x 10 3T cm /w * skee the atomi oqgen decay very slowly at 73 km

(where the c ocentration of nx A10 5/Ca and concentration of

0 2 = 2z 104/a3 ). At 7 km witth the rate coefficient of Bates and

Ioesewitach the time for the atoe owWgen concentration to decrease

to one half of the Initial concentration i many hours. They further

stated that the photodissooiatlon rate of 02 at 75 km was sufficient to

produce the necessary atomic oxygen needed in 29. The argument as to

the correct rate cooffic ent continued (42,43). The slowor rate coeffi-

ioent proposed by Bates and Moiseawltsch appears to be more reasonable

and its use wiAld completely nullif Krassova y's argument.

The rocket measurements of the altitude of the 0H layer made by Tousey

(41) were used by Krassovsky (42) in support of his 0 chanien since

they showed that the OH emitting layer was apparently near 100 kan This

is the altitude where Krassovaky' s neobanism is expected to be most

effitient and at this altitude the 03 mechanism is unable to support the

OH emwision. Dalgarno (45) and Bates and Moiseowitech (43) argued against

this claim on the grounds that although the o-O and 9-2 bands of OR were

present in the spectral region observed by the rocket measurements, they

are extrmely woak and their emission was overeoe by that of a nightglow



conitimunm at 100 km ~ih l Is actually ta t was measured by the rocket

obsrvations. The later, more accurate racket observations of Packer

(44) and Tarasova (46) seem to support, it anything, the 03 achanism due

to the lowr altitudes found for the 08 nghtglow layer.

Further points in the argument wre made by Kirasovsky (42) who stated

that O oras rapidly deactivated by collisions at 75 ha and hence couldn't

emit at such a low altitude. Rket observations sooeem to prove this state-

ment as being incorrect. Bates and Mo l Ietsoh (74) felt that 0 was

rapidly raoved by collision and hence vouldn't be available in suf-'

iclient concentrations to support the OH emiesion throgh 18. Very

recently Dalgarn (75) has pointed out that the high effieiency of atom-

atou interchange of 0* with 0 drastically reduces any effect that 0

might have upon the chemistry of the nocturnal atmosphere.

Xvifte (U) argues that if the - hypothesis Is correct then d*

(v = 26O27) has two possibilities of exciting OF to the nilth vibra-

tional level *ereas three possibilities exist for 0* (v 23,242)

to excite the eighth vibrational level of OH. It followe that more

OH(v = 8) should be observed than OH(v =9). But, if anything, the re-

verse seems to be true, thus favoring the 03 meohanism (21). Along this

same line, it has been pointed out before that there is no reason for

either 17 or 18 to preferentially exa~ te O]j( = 9). It seems that i

0 (Cv 27) the excitation an im th ere would be a auch

greater tendency to er~lte the lower vibrational levels of OR eince almst

every level o can excite O*(v = 1) but only two levels of (v = 26, 27)

can excite A(v = 9) and these two levels of 0 do not necessarily exocte



Suet that e7el. O'osvat ior s seem to Indiclte that all levels of 01r

are exwited approxImately equally and this would support the 03 mechn'iSo

Additional arguments In favor of the 0 mechanim were presented by

Krassovsky (17) Inr 1958. lie felt that lower altitudes (70 to 80 kra)

would favor the 0 process and higher aetitudes (90 to 100 ka) would favor the

0' pr css. The OH Intensity produeed by the 03 process should vary

with B concentration vhich Kraseovsky felt ould vary with solar activity

at 75 kcm Since there is no observed correlation of OH Intensity with

solar activity, the higher altitude 0 process would be favored beaue

at 100 km there should be no variation In the atmclt hydrogen concen-

tration with solar activity as 20 and H2 are completely dissociated at

that altitude.

Observations by Erassovsky (17) showed the fourth and fifth vbra-

tional levels of OH were somhat preferentially excited. IKrassovky

believed this supported the 02  reaction. He easoned that 4 and 8

had enough enorgy to produce two equally excted 0e molecules each of

which could excite O (v = 4) thus giving the observed preferential

excitation. As pointed out before, the 0* molecules do not necessarily

transfer all their energy into the resulting o4 of 18 and hence

OR (v = 4) is not necessarily preferentially excited by the 0 resulting

from 5 as Krassovaky predicts. Also 9, 10 and 11 must be considered in

that they can remove or alter the 0;3 entering Into 5 and thus ehange the

resulting excitation level of the 00produoed by that reaction.

In a later work Krrassovsky (76) discussed the 03 and 02 process

for low H concentrations (5 x 106/n) at 100 km and below. He finds
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thae 17 and 18 w~uld then require unacceptibly high concentraticna of

03 Jd and proposes sveal new processes for the formation of ot

zaich do not involve atomic hydrogen. They are listed in Table V as

rections 37, 38 and 39. Reaction 37 would be favored at lower altitudo

where the 0 concentration is low so that 29 is ineffective and OC can

remain free. rrassovsky predicts that 33 Is 103 more effective than 4

and hense 38 and 39 may make sigafteant contributIons to the (O night-

glow. Each reaction would excite its own relative population of (H4

proceed at different rates, and have different altitudes of maximum

excitation.

Observations of the ON nightglow made by Krasony and his co-

vorkers during the 1OG have shown some peculiar features (22, 31,8).

One was that, at Yakutek, for high intensity and rotational temperatures

greater than 2300 K there was an increase of intensity with rotational

temperature. Such was not the case at Zvenigorod or at Yakutak when the

'otational taeperatur was below 250OK. Krassovsky (31,39) and Yarin

(56) attribute this affect to 17 which is temperature dependent end

which will cause an increase of intensity at higher ambient temperatures.

At temperatures above 250 0K at Yakutak, 17 was dominant while, at

ienigorod and at low rotational temperatures at Yakutak, 18 (which

is not temperature dependent) was dominant. Shefov (22) at Zvenigorod

and also Yarin (56) at Yakatsk report a tendency for the increase of

the relative population of the higher vibrational levels of O Rwith

increasing rotational temperature. Krasovsky (39) says this shows that

both 17 and 18 ere taking place simultaneously and that this effect is



being produced by 17, becoml more rapid at higher temporatures.

Shef v (22) agrees and further states that this indicates that 18 is

predominant at Zvenugorod.

Krassovsky's latest argument against the 0 3 process (26) is rather

complicated. He invj es reactions 25, 20, 27 and 38 idch he believes

will allow only non-equilibrium emission (giving bigh rotational tempera-

tures) and only emission above 80 km, thus eliminating the 03 process.

Urassovsky states that the rotational temperature does not reflect the

ambient temperature and that this can only be possible if M*is de-

activated by collisions or disappears through chemical reactions after

a small number of collitlons in hich equilbrium isto not established

between the rotational and ambient temperatures. Thus, the only emitters

won' t be n equilibrium and the others will react cheaoally before

equilibrium emision can be attained. Above 80 ki, Krassovsky says that

the particle concentration is too small to atain sufficient collisions

for equilibrium to occur, especially for o*(v Z 6). Reaction 26 will

only operate with CJ*(v Z' 10), but 27 illl proceed for C(f*(v > 6) and

36 will proceed for OBl(v ~- 8) and thuuse considerable extiution

for O*t(v > 8). Reaotion 25 will proceed for all (* and thus give non-

equilibrium rotational temperatures, nocrease the relative population of

lower vibrational levels, and quench all OW' radiation at lower altitu-

des. Therefore, the OH emslsion will arise from altitudes above 80 km.

At still higher altitudes, the chemical de-ezotation effect of 26 and 27

will become less, thus giving increased rotational temperatures ;due to

non-equdlibrium) and increased intensity of emission (due to less de-

excitation). Reactions 25, 26 and 27 explain the temperature intensity
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dapennc observed at Yakatsk and &aso quench all ONhE eission from lower

attitudes w~ere the 03 mohanise would be expected to operate. There

are several criticisms to this entire argumnet. It does not eoplain the

observations of mIay other workers of nearly equal rotational tmperatures

obtained from several O1I bands dlth both high and low initial vibrational

levels. It cannot explatn the Oi emission found below 80 km by rocket

observations. Finally, it the rates of reactions 25, 26 and 27 are

as large as Krrassovsy belimres them to be, then, the amom t of G0 * de-

excited by these reactions will be so large that the 0 mechanism will

not be able to produce enough exacted g08 so that, after d-exoltatlon

aufficient Oh will be left over to give the observed emission rate.

This would be true even if the Bamision altitude i at 100 ha whicoh is

contrary to rocket observations.

Probably the most complete investigation into the problem of which

me8hanism produces the OH nightg1ow 's made by Wallace (24) in 1962.

He examined a model of the hydrogeroxygen atmosphere in local photochemical

equilibrium using the most recent values for the reaction rates of the

many processes involved. He then tooested the osone-hydroe reaction, 17,

and found that between 0 and 95 km the 03 conoentration is determined

by atomic hydrogen. He calculated O1 eamssion proftles based on 17 and

found that it could produce the observed emission rate. Further~ore, since

the 03 concentration Isto determined by 17. then the emission rate of Ole

produced by 17 would be independent of tmperature. However, the emission

peak would be at 70 to 75 km (based upon a 12 hour day and a 12 hour night)

which is below the altitude deduced from roket observations. It
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75 km so as to bring the emision peak into line with the rocket obser-

vations, then 17 t entirely incapable of produci:Lng the observed emission

rate. Also, the seasonal and latitudinal vari&tions of the CH emission

are not explained by this reaction. Dring the artic winter, there

would be an insufficient ameunt of atomic oxygen below 85 km to recycle

H by 29. Wallace (24) concluded that 17, when considered within the frame-

work of local pho tohemical equilibrium, fails to represent many of the

obsrved features of the nightglow.

Recently Ballif and Venkatesaran (77) investigated the diurna varia-

tion of the OH nightglow to be expected from reactions 17 and 18 separately.

They included tho principal chmical reactions and abtmdance variations

in their calculations. They concluded that if the OH nightglow was pro-

duced by 17 three possible variations could exist- an increase of

intensity throughout the night, a post-twilight increase followed by a

deerease, and a decrease througout the period of darkness. They argued

that the post-twilight Increase followed by a decrease for the rest of

the night seemed most likely. If 18 controlled the GH emission, then the

OR intensity variation through the night would be small and the intensity

would be nearly steady. Neither of these processes gives the type of

diurnal intensity variation most frequently observed and it must be con-

cluded,- that some other process Is operative or that local photochemical

equilibrium is inadequate for the description of the diurnal (OR intensity

variation.

In the final analysia, neither process completely explains the
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observed features of OR nightg1ow. It i diffTicult to make completely

ecourate calculat ns due to the large uoertainties in rate coefficients

for many of the reactions involved ad in the actual concentrations of

many of the components of the upper atmosphere between 60 and 110 km

Many of the arguments used by Krassovsky in support of 18 are either

weak or proven to be earon.oewo But 17, although it seem to be much

more adequate, has several drawbacks shmn considered within the frame-

wrk of local potoce al equilibrium. It seems very likelythat dynam -

cal processes must be considered in the production of the GH nightglow,

particularly during the winter at high latitudes. These will be dis-

cussed in a later section.
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A. Dicovery

Prior to its identification in the nightglow, sadium was not expeoted

to be found in any sLgnificant quantity in the upper atmosphere. The

seeming Improbability of sodium being a major component of the night sky

rad ations probably prevented the complete identification of the sodium

nightglow for some tie. In 1929 Slipher (78) reported a strong emission
0

in the bght sky at 5892A that appeared to be a per ermet part of the

nightglow. He rmaked that this emission was closely in the position

of the sodium D doublet but apparently he did not consider that it might

otually be due to sodlum.

Final, conclusive identfication of sodium in the nightglow was made

in 1938 by Bernard (79,80) and by Cabaeane, Dufay and Gausit (81,82,83)

0
independently. It had boon showv earlier that the 5893A radiation was

of terrestrial origin due to the intensity increase from seaith to hori~on.

BorI ad also identified the twilight glow at 5893A am being due to sodium

(78,79). These identifications provided conolusive proof for the edistence

of free sodium in the upper atmosphere (84)

B. Nature of the odium Emission

The sodium nightglow and twilightglow consists of two principal

lineo reulting from electronic transitions of the sodium atom into the

ground state. One line, D)1, I located at 5896A and results from a



-- 8i transition. The other line, D, Is at 5890A and reau1ts

from a . " tr nsition. These two lines make up what is known

as the nodium D doublet. Tho statistical ratio of those two lines

(O/D 1 ) from transition probabilities is two to one. The msn life in

the upper state ( , ) is appximately 10 8 so (8) * The sodiuL

D lines appear to be the only ones occuring in the atmospheric enissions.

The 3303A eamasion due to atoc sodiuma has been observed in sodium trails

ejected from rockets in the twilight (86) but not in the natural night

and twilight emilosons.

The processes which produce the nightglow and the twilightglow are

different. It is fairly well establishted that the nlghtglow is caused

by chemical excitation through some sort of two-body reaction

(1,87.8). While the nightglow requires sodium atoms in the excited

state the twilightglow requires atems in the ground state. Roomen and

his co-workers (87) believe that the reaction vhich produces sodium

atoms In the excited state is probably the ese one that maintains free

neutral atoms in the ground state. The tvilightglow Is prodUoed by

resonance scattering of sunlight (1,84,88,69,90,11). Resonane scattering

was first proposed by Bernard along with his identification of sodium

in the tw~lightglow (80). Vegard and his co-wor)ers originally dis-

agreed with this hypothesis and proposed that the twilightglow was excited

through photodisoclation by ultraviolet light which was screened by the

ozone layer (9293). In 1950 Bricard and Kastler found that the twilight

emission rs elightly polarized (90). This is predicted by scattering

theory, hence this result favors resonance scattering. From studies of
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odiu m vapor trails ejected from rockets inh the twilight, Cooper nd

his co-workers have firmly established that the twilight emission is

due to resonance scatterin~g ).

The sodium nightglow exhibits a wide variation of intensity ranging

from the order of a few Rayleighs to 400 (94). The average in aid-

latitudes appears to be about 1802 (85,98) based o oover five years of

data. The t4lightglow is uach brighter and has maximmvalues exceedisng

6000R oat the smlith (18,96). Nlghtglow intensity masureents are coa-

plicated by the emission of the 8-2 band of HB w Ich overlies the entire

region around 8893A. Fortunately, the Intensity of the 8-2 OH band is

only about one-sixth of that of the odiaun doublet (85),

The noutral, atomic sodau ambndance deduced from nightglov and

twilight observations also varies widely. Many measurements and esti-

mates of the sodium abundance have been made. The values range from

10 to 2.5 x 1010 ataJem m2 colrmn (8,91,98,97).

C. Reaction Mechanism

In 1939. shortly after the identifioation of sdium in the niaght-

glow, Chapman proposed a mechanisa for the production of electronically

excited codium atons shich would emit the yellow doublet radiation observed

in the nightglow (98). Chapean reasoned that the energy for the sodiuma

D lines came from an atmospherio store of energy that was always present

and that that energy could only be dissociated energy. le proposed that

IR : ayilelgh = an apparent emission rate of 108 photon/a 2 (column) sec.
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the ~dodium wa oxidized thb.ugh 13 at louer levels and through 14 at

upper levels (numberzs refer to reactions listed in Table VI). Chapman

gave 4 as the reaction which produced sodium in the excited state

In 1950 Sates and Nicolet (99) proposed some additional reactions

to excite the uOdium nightglow. Their reactions involved atomic hydrogen

Sare ltd are listed as reactions 2,3 and 8 in Table VI. Bates, in 1954,

proposed a further reaction Involving atomic hydrogen (100). His

reaction is listed as 7 in Table VI.

The possibility of producing the sodium nightglow by sodium ion

reactions has been discussed by Bates and Dalgarna (101). They con-

sidored the occurrence of reactions 8 and 9 in the ionosphere %bere

the concentration of sodium ions is uch higher than that of neutral

odium atomas. They found that during the day 19 could possibly recycle

the sodium. At night only charge transfer reactions such as 18 are

available to recycle the neutral sodium. Bates and Dalgarno found that

the reactions of Ionied sodium were able to give only a minute fraction

of the observed sodium niLghtlow intensity due to the low sodium concen-

tratise in the ionsphere and the low rate coefficient of 18. It was

concluded that Ionized sodium reactions were not responsible for the

sodium nightglow. Observations of sodium vapor trails ejected from

rockets at twilight between 75 and 200 km showed no evidence of ionic

recombination (88) thus supporting the above conclusion. IWften (102)

states that the ionization reaction rates are too slow for equilibrium

to be reached, even during the day. Chamberlain also finds that



TABLE VI

Principal Chnmical Reactions Assoclated ~ith
the Sodium Airglow

/I.

/2,

,/3.

7.

8.

9.

10.,

*~

12*

v1 3 .

16.

17.

18.

19.

Nq0 + N --4 Na20 + Na()

O + 0 + X -- P 0 (V = 80) + X

0+0 2 +- 00 +X

3 0 (v = Lto 16 ) + 2

M " K + 48S.5
MOLE6

NOD2 + 0 --. Na0 + 0 2  21.

NWa2 + -- Nao + OH 22.

Na 2 + H--- Ns + 02 23.

Na0 + 0 ~- Na() + 0 24.

Nao + -- Na( P) + 02  25

Nail + 0 -- Ma(2P P ) + O 28.

Nau + H . Nat ) + H

+-
Na + 0 2 -mm. 4a(2 P) + (

ma + e --. Na(2P) + hV

Na + M *. Na(2P) +

Na + 0 (v >12) -- Na() + 0

Na (2 P) - Na(28) + hV (5893A)

Na + 03 -V Na0 + O0

Na + 0 + X *--* Na + X

Na + 0 2 + X - N 2 +

Na + 0 -* NaO + 02
Na + o& - NaO + H

Na +  - Na + M (M = 0 or N)

Na + h --+ iNa + e

Na2 + Na&0 -- Na20 + Na
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rcmbination of sodltn Ions at night is not important (1).

Ogave has reported l ratory stud2es of reactions between sodium

and ozone (103). The osono-sodium reaction w accompanied by the

emission of the D lines Only and vas found to be much taster than reao-

tions of sodium with mleular oxygen or a aisture of atomic and molecular

oxygen. To explain hi results, Oga&a, on the basI c of the heat of

reaction, proposed 12,13,20,21 and 22 to be the exiting Mechanism. In

the atmosphere the concentration of % used Ia 20 and 22 is moch too

small to furnish the observed sodi(u nightglow intensity. Heno* Ogawa' s

laboratory mechanism cannot be responsible for the sodium nightg ow.

In 1956 anmte (104) postulated that 13 and 4 was the probable aechanism.

He calculated that the ozone concentration inreased by a factor of a

hundred at sunset in the nightglow layer thus spporting 18 and 4. Ecomen

(105) believed that both 4 and 6 were responsible for producing the excited

sodium but found that both were Insufficient above 70 ka (87). Ombolt

(88) anoribed the sodium nightglow to 4 with 6 becomaing sIgatfcant above

75 ka. Ogav (103) and Dalgarno (45) argue against 4 on the basis that

it appears to be endotherao. ReUaotions 6 and 7 are e6othe but the

reaction rates are largely unnown (45) Laboratory studies have shown

that 7 does not occur (100). Chamberlain (1) suggosted that 30 6 and 15

might cxplain theo nghtglow. Dalgarno (45) states that the rate coefti-

cient of 15 Is high. This would tend to support the oyole of 3, 6 and 15.

Krassovsky (17) bha proposed that below 100 km at etc sodium could

be excited by collisions of haO with oxygen atomb In the aetastable

lited states S1o and 2 as show in 5. This process i exotherat



a d Ot veroomes tue prinipal objectionso to 4. Krasovsky uagn 16

and 17 to recycle the neutrl sodiumg In this mechm lam (5, 16 and 17)

od ium would exist In the free state only wvere the c oncentration is

h ith. The sodium ooacntratlon vould vary with the concentrations of

0 , O*, and 0 . Unfortunately the rate coefficients of these reactions

are unknown. Krassovsky did not state the excitation levels needed by

(on or 02 in order to make 16 and 17 eiothemroe and therefore practicalo

The xottation levels required of 0* and Oe ia 18 and 17 may be so

high that the coonentrations of the 0* and possesng the necessary

energy are too low to produce the recycle rate needed to give the

observed intensity.

Potter and DelDuca (106) and later Okuda (107) have postulated an

excitation mechanism of the type 10 here the maust meet the require-

ment given by 20. Potter and IelDuca considered 0 ,* 02 3Z N

and 0 (v >12) as possible excited reactants for 10. All but 0* (v>12)2 2

existed in insufficient concentrations at the emissaion altitudes to

explain the sodium nightZlow. Vibrationally excited oxygen molecules

satisfylug 26 are formed by 23 and by 24 and 25. Vibrationally excited

oxygen Is stable to collIstonal deactivatlon except with atomio oxygen.

Even so, not all collisions with 0 deactivate 0" and those that do react

do-excite only one vibrational level at a time. Thus 0 formed by 23

could remain sufficiently excited for some time. Using an estimated rate

coeffioient for 11 and an estimated de-excitation rate of 0 , Potter

and DelDuca find that 11 can maintain the sodium nightglow intensity and

also give the approximate layer distribution and altitude of naximun

emIsslon that have been observed by rockets. After sunset 0 production
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will occur principally through 23 above 95 km and through 24 and 25 below

90 km. Both processes ill contribute saince the free sodium is distributed

over the range of both the 02 production processes.

Ballif and Vekatesraran (108) have condered sod ium excitation by 4,6

and 11. They in€d that these processes can produce intensities and altitude disa

tributions selar to those observed but that none is saufficently close to

those observed. They feel that the correlation of sodium nightglow with that of

the hydroxyl molecule favors 8. Potter and DelDca (106) clal that the Na

and OH correlation favors the 11,24 and 25 process since both emissions

would then depend upon the oone concentration. It 11 and 23 ware the excita-

tion process, it wald be expected that the sodium D lines and the atomic

oxygen green line in the nightglow w ald have sirilar variations (106). This

is not true and thus the process of 11 and 23 to not favored.

Obeorvation of sodium trails inaected between 80 and 140 km by rockets at

night have been reported by Bedinger and his coavorkoer (109)o They visually ob-

served a din glow at 60 1a tdch decreased to 90 h. Above 90 km the glow in-

creased to a very bright maximla at 100 km and then decreased again till at 120 km

no glow was observed. Above 185 km a glow wa again detected which became bright

and persaistent at 140 kw. Dedinger et al (109) attribute the glow up to 90 km to

1:3,4,,18,14 and 15. The maxi um at 100 km and the glow above 135 km are

attributed to 0 and N respectively (106).

The final OlOice of reaction mechanm is difficult to make. The pro-

cesa involving 11 involves several approximations and ostimations. To

explain the observed intensities Potter and D lDcA invoke a most favor-

able reaction rzte and a somewhat low de-excitation rate of excited oxygen

molevalas (to gSIe higher 02 concentration). At the altitudes of
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nterot the ob ervations of minim= intIensity reported by Bedinger et

al (109) seem to support the chemoal reaction of sodum compounds rather

than the nergy exchange process of 10. The process involving 1,2,3,6,

13,14 and 15 ts on firm ground as far as the production of the observed

intensity is concerned but Sails to preodict the observed altitude of

mission Ionic recombination and charge ex*hange processes can definitely

be elinated. Krassovky's amechaasm using reactions S, 16 and

17 can be eliminated since it definitely predicts a covarance between

the sodium D lines and the atomic oxyen green line in the nlghtglow.

This covariance 1i not observed. The uacertainty as to the ability of

11 to furnish the necessary intensity in comparison with the chemical

processes (1,2,3,6,13,14 and 15) seems to be the decidng factor in

the choice of the excitation process. The chemical processes are favored

but 11 cannot be definitely eliminated from consideration.

D. Altitude

The sodium airglow at night and at twilight has attracted the atten-

tion of many workers. Many attempts have been made to determine the

altitude of the eitting layers (the nightglow and twilight glow do not

~scessarily originate at the same altitude). The methods used vary widely

and involve complicated corrections in order to determine the true alti-

tude of the emitting layer. The altitudes of the sodium twilightglow

and nightglow will be discussed separately below.
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1. Tw lightglow

The high intensity of the sodium twilightglow makes it parti: -

cuarly suitable for height determinations by several metbods. There

is a large va'iation of intensity from senith to horizon and also with

time during sunrise and unset. Interpretation of twilight measurements

it made quite complex by several factors. The twl.ightglow altitudes

predicted by chwmioal processes will be discussed first. This will be

follov d by a discussion of the various optical and photoelectric

The altitude of the twilightSlow is the altitude of maxlmm atomic

sodium concentrations The free sodium atomi concentration is controlled

by the various chemical processes already disoesd. These chemical

processes will now be examined to find the altitude predicted for the

aximum neutral sodium atom concentration.

Hunten (102) considered 4, 13 and 14 to be the important reactions

but felt that in the twilightglow layer 14 could be neglected as being

too slow. On the basis of 4 and 13 Huntea found that the ree lodium

concentration depended upon the ratio of the atoml, oxygen and ozone

concentrations, ( n(o)/n(03) . In the mesosphere and lower ionosphere

the oone concentration decreases vwith altitude. This will cause the

sodium to exist as free atoms at high altitudes and in the combined form

(NaO) at low altitudes. At 80 km the Na and NaO concentrations will be

ne.rly equal. The maximum sodum concentration altitude will depend

upon and be controlled by the ozone to atomic oxygen transition, The.

variation of 0 and 03 concentrations with altitude predict a maximum
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PAdium concentration at about 85 km with a rapid decrease to weall con-

con'rations about 6 km below the s~dmum altitudeo Above the maximum

contentration altitude Bunten's scheme predicts that the free sodium

atom decrease will approximately follow the baromtrio law. This will

not be true if ioniration is taken into account.

Potter and DelDuca (106) have made similar calewlations but have

included the effects of reactions 1. 3, 6 and 15. Their results give

equa Na and Na0 concentrations at 86 km and equal Na and Na 2 con-

contrations at 81 km. Free sodium boomes predominant above these

altitudes while combined sodium becomes rapidly predominant below these

altitudes. The free sodium concentration will be a a at 88 km.

The free sodium atom distribution has also been computed by

lagarno (4) using reactions 1,2,3,4,9,7,13 and 15. Dalgarno points

out the 9mportance of 15 which is knoma to have a very fast rate

coefficient w1ich decreases with increasing temperature. He finds that

due to this reaction, 15, the free sodim will disappear rapidly below

the mesopause and will probably have a maxim n concentration at about

85+5t3 km.

C aberlain (01) predicts a maximum free sodium concentration at

85 km. Oxidation into NaD and NaO will cocur below this altitude and

the free sodium density above the maxiuum will be dereased principally

by ionization. Chamberlain also predicts that the ratio of Na to Net

will depend upon both teperature and density while the ratio of Na0 to

Nao2 will vary only with temperature (1) Above 80 km the ratio of Na to

NO0 will increase rapidly due to atomic oxygeno
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The photoelectric and other optical mea e~m-ents of sodium are

dificult to interproet The geometry of the easuremnts Bs relatively

simple. In computing the solar flux incident upon the emitting layer

the transmission of ~he atmosphere must be taken into account. It

must be Masm red that the solar radiation has already passed through

the atomic sodium lay r once before reaching the twilightglow layer.

Resonance absorption and maltiple scattering mnst be considered. In

order to obtain accurate results the full use of radiative transfer

theory is required. Since 1956 several papers have appeared in the

literature in which resonance scattering by neutral atoami sodtm in

the upper atmosphere is discussed and developed for sodium airglow

maurements. Refreences 30, 33, 3, 634 and 84 are aong the papers

dealing with this problem. A condensation and overall review of this

problem is given by Chamberlain (1), Twilightglow asurents msAe

prior to 1956 have not incorporated all the corrections necessary for

accurate altitude determinations and should be regarded with suspicion.

The earliest seasurements of the altitude of the sodium twilight-

glow wre made by Barnard in late 1937. From his measurements at Trcuau

Norway and at two locations in France he detemined an altitude of

approximately 0 k (984). From(79,84)o Frm observations at Raute Provence, France,

in early 1948 Darbier found the base of the emitting layer to be between

60 and 70 km and a conoontration decrease above 70 km following the

barometric law (110). In 1950 BaTbier and Roach reported twilight

observations which give a scale height for the sodium density of 250 1m

between 250 and 600 km (111). This is in strong contrast to the earlier
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roults of Barbier (110). B amont and satler found twilightglow alti-

tudes ranging between 120 and 200 km tra smaurements made in the tall

of 1950 at Haute Provence (112).

Vegard and his co-workers have assumed that the twilightglow is a

result of photodissoolation of a sodium compound caused by ultraviolet

radiation. They believe oanne to be the screening layer for the

exciwstg radiation. On this basis Vegard and his oo-workers have re-

ported a screening heigt of 48 ka, an upper liiAt of the sodium layer

of 109 kmn, and a layer thickness of 28 km for 35 observations made at

Oslo between 1943 and 1949 (92,93,113). Their results for 27 obser-

vations at Tromw6 show an average screening height of 34 km and an

upper li at of the sodium layer of 104 km (93,114)*

tRaten and Shepherd find the altitude of the maxim ntensity of

the sodium twilightglow layer to be 8153 km. Their observations show

a sharp concentration decrease below the map4m altitude and a sodium

concentration scale height of 7 ka above the maxina. &uten and

Shepperd's results are based upon 17 observatons made at Saskatoon

6uring July 1952, and the spring and suamer of 1953 (115). Cronin and

Noelcke report an average height of 84.* ka for observations made at

Washington Grove, Maryland between Aug. 1953 and Jan. 1955 (116). The

resulta for twilight observations made over a two year period at

Saskatoon by Hunten how an average height of approxmately 84.5 km with

all heights falling within a 6 km range above and below the average

altitude (117). Blamont reports an average height of 9005 km for

91 observations at Haute Provence made between Nov. 1953 and July 1955 (118)
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Observation made since 1986 to which all or most of the necessary

corrections for resonance osattering have been applied are listed in

Table VII. Fro Table VII it it readily soon that at all stationa

with observations extending over an entire year the alttiude of the

mxiwm sodit concentration is approtmately 90 kw. Bllamont et al

(121) find the thboknesi of the wmitting layer to be 14 km thick on the

average. They also fotund a difference between the altitude in the

morning and evening twllight with the evening layer being 3.58 a.

higher on the average. Contrary to this report, ees and Deshr (126)

ftd no diflerence between morning and evening altitudes, but their

fnldtngs are based upon only 11 observations t1~ie those of Blamont

et al (121) are based upon 201 observations. The observations of Raudle

et a (123) were tests of a new Instrument and a new method for deter-

mining the sodtum distribution in the twilightglow layer. They feel

that their observations are of poor quality since aot all of the errors

of their instrument are known or understood. Bullook and Bunten found

the sodlum distribution to be symmtrical about the peak concentration.

The thickneso of the layer, defined as the hegEht Wlterenoe between the

tvWo altitudes where the ntensity (concentration) is 20% of the peak

intensity, averaged 29 km (124). The observations at Christchuroh are

evenly distributed throughout the year with two observations reported

for each month. Of the 24 Christohurch observationse 18 show a ma aua

between 87 and. 94 km and all 24 observations reveal a smoothly distributed

layer which s symmetrical about the maxim (122).

The results of Donahue and ;Blamont (119) for Taanrasset and Haute



TABLE VII

Altitude of the Sodlum Tw lightglow

LkPgoue and Blam nt (119)

Obrien (120)

Blamont, )onahue and
Weber (121)

Donahue and Blsoant (119)

lmnton et al (122)

R male,1 Hunten and
Chamberaiin (123)

Bullock and Hunten (124)

Sullivan a~ m ten (125)

Obrien (120)

Reoa and Deehr (126)

Delanoy (96)

T~aariuamet
22.8"'N

Melbourne, Aus-
tralia 37.70s

Haute Provence,
France 43. 9 :N

Christchurch,
N.Z., 44u8

Saskatoon,Canada
52.1lN

3'

Antartie
604 to 660

CollegeSeAlaka
64.9?N

Terre Adelle
66.70S

Dates of

Jul 1958 -
Dec 1959

Jun - Jul
1959

Nov 54 -

Jul 58
Sep-Nov 5?

1936-1959

Jan-DAc 61

May 1958

Oct 1958 -
Dec 1939

5 Apr 62

Feb 1959

Nov 1959 -
Mar 1960

Aug + Sep
1957+1958

flection c9 +3 5 km added to original valuez (127)

NoQ

10

201

24

4

120

1

3

11

Rt. of

8.8

9w

87.Wj.9

84.9

93±3

85

90.1

95

95±10

91.8

Lover

53

85

57

84

6

90,

84.8

Upper

170

95

100

101

110

95

105

9
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Prance seen to be of somethat doubtful value. The large range of

altitudes (53 to 170 ki) found for the height of the sodium layer at

inasset seems to be particularly open to queastion. The heights found

exhib1t great variability from day to day and from morning to evening

?Mch of this may be due to the height of the screening layer used.

Donahue and Iawont applied screening heights ranging from 18 to 44 ka.

This range seems to be mush too large. An examination of the data re-

veals that almost all of the questionable height values at both stations

(extreoly low or high heights) wore obtained from observations at 1800

with respect to the a~inth of the sun. Observations taken at both

station at 00 and 90, with respect to the sun's azimuth show a much

amller variability in the height values obtained and are closely grouped

around the mean altitude. It seems probable that for observations at

1800 azimuth either resonance absorption and scattering were not taken

.nto account properly or t~iat at th t azmuth the method is much more

sensitive to errors. All observations were made at a fixed 75O0 Mnith

anle.

Another intere tin teature of the observations of Donahue and

Blamont (119) is the difference between morin'. and evenPin heights. At

fRute Provence the morning heights averaged 2.7 km higher than those for

the evening. This is contrary to the earlier findings of Blam t et al

(121) in which the evening heights were 3.5 km higher than the morning

heights for 201 observations made at Hate Provence. At Taiianraset

the averaged results show the evening heights to be higher than the

zmornng heights by 4.5 km. At Haute Provence the layer thickness averaged



81 km aid at Tamanraeset 23 km. At both locations the morning layer

wan thicker than the evening layer. This w particularly true at

E~aute Provence where morning layer wa s almost twice as thick as the

evening layer (119).

From the resualts presented here it is concluded that the sodium

twilightglow layer Is centered at 91+5 km. Due to the contradiction

in the results of Blawont et al (121) and Donahue aend lamant (119) re-

garding the relative heights of the morning and evening twdlight layers,

it appears that there Is little or no real difference between the average

morning and evening heights. The layer thickness appears to be greater

in the morning than in the evening. The average thickness seems to vary

from one location to another. Observations at several locations using

the same techniques in the reduction of the data are necessary before

any conclusions can be made regarding the spatial variability of the

thickness. There seems to be little variation of the layer height with

latitude.

2. Nightglow

The first altitudes of the sodium nightglow were determined by

the Van Rhijn Method. Cabannes et al (82,83) reported an altitude of

130 km from their measurements using this method in 1938. Dufay and

Toheng (128) obtained an altitude of 800) to 3S km for 189 observations

taken between Oct 1940 and Jan 1944 at Haute Provence. Observations at

College, Alaska, in Feb. 1940 usIng the Van Rhijn technique gave the

altitude of the sodium nightglow as approxlmately 220 km (129). In a

series of observations taken between 1948 and 1951 at Cactus Peak,
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Califor~ia, Rach and Barbler (130,131) and Roach and Pettit (132) found

heights of 275.+0 ki. In these observations at Cactus Peak a two color

Van RhIJn method us ued in sbich a second photameter is used to de-

termine the back r intIensity at a spectral interval near the sodtum

doublet so that the background can be subtracted frm the readings of the

lphoeometer Oentered on the sodius D 1nes. In 1952 BarbAer critically

amianed all the sedlun nightglow altitude deteminations made up to

that time. He concluded that the sodium nlghtglow layer us at approxi-

mately 3Ok (36). From measureme ts by the two color method taken

during the winter of 1952-3 Roach and MeKael (133) derived altitude

ranging between 117 and 145 ka.

Estimations of the altItude of the sodium nightglow layer have been

made using the chemical reactions Involved and estimated concentrations

of the reactants. In his article proposing the exBttation meehansm

congisting of reactions 4 13 and 14, Chapman estimated that the level

of e~msslon mas betwsen 60 and 80 km (98). Bates and Nicolet proposed

that reaction 6 nat als* be considered. Using 6 in combination with 4

as the exottation reotions they conluded that the emittltg layer as

at approximately 70 hm or lower (99). In 1953 Bates and Dalgarno (101)

investigated reactions of oniad sodiuma as possible excitation nechaniass.

They concluded that such reactions could not produce the sodium emission

at the attitude of 300 km *aere it wuM concluded to originate by Barbier

(36). They stated that the eision was probably due to excitation through

chemical processes and hence could not originate rach higher than 70 km (10,21)

Bedinger et al (109) state that reactions l2,4,,le3,14 and 15 can
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pyport the sodiuma lssion only up to 90 km. Potter and DelDucm (106)

estimate that w1th 4 &nd 6 as eocitation a chanisms the nightglow aziA-

nu will be below 70 km. They propose two mechanism s 23 and 11 and 24,

25 and 11. These two prooesses will produce a maizmu nalghtglow layer

at 88 and 83 ka, respectively, according to their calculations (106).

The thore'ical predictions of the sodium naghtglow altitude and those

dcterm5ned by observations using the two color Van REthbn teobhipe seel

irreconcllable+ This difficulty was cleared up by Donahue and Foderazo

(134) ho .found that self absorption within the sodium nightglow layer

must be considered, This factor will cause a layer at 70 km to appear

to be at 300 km hen 4easured by the Van Rhi;n Method. They concluded

that sodium nightglow altitude determinations at be mae ad through the

use of radiative transfer theory so that the effects of self-absorption

and of second and higher order scattering are taken into acoount.

Another method of estimating the altitude of the sodium alghtglow

layer was used by Bri cad and Kastler. In 1944 they made measureents

of the Doppler tmperature of the odium nightglow. They found a tempera-

ture of 240+50 0K Yhich they believed implWed an altitude of approdximatly

74 km from their knowledge of the atmospher1o temperature structure (89).

UUten, using a more recent model of the standard atmosphere, states that

this temperature corresponds to a height of about 85 km (32).

The most complete and aocurate observations of the altitude and dia-

tributbton of the sodium nightglow layer have been made though the through ths use

of ro kets. All sodium nightglow rocket observations reported to date

have boon made at White Sands, New .co. Dalgarno (45) has pointed
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-rt tho neessity of subtracting omt the 4aclaon dueo the overlyigT%

8-2 OH band the contiwnm, and starlight, ot*. from the Intensity by

photometers centered upon the sodium D lines. For a@1 the rocket obser-

vations reported an effort has been made to do just this so as to isolate

the .mission due only to the yellow soadiu D doublet.

The first rocket observation was made on Dec. Ia, 1985 and the re-

sults have been reported. by Icoman, SoolnIk and Tusey (87,105) and by

Tousoy (41). They find the maximn sodium intensity at 85 km with the

entire nightlow layer ranging frm 70 to 100 k. Koomen et al (105)

ticed a scattering of points htch they attribute to layer patchiness

and variation of the star backround. In a reanalysis of the data from

this rocket flight Packer finds the awxuam atensity at 84 km and the

layer boundaries at 70 and 107 ka (44).

A second rocket flight was made on 8 July 1986. The results of this

fi2ght have bea~,.published by REppaer and Meredith (40) and by Tetsey (41).

MTe peak of the ayer was found at O9 kL The upper and lower boundari s

were rather indefnite. The lower bondary m pored to be between

78 arn 85 ka. Heppar and Moredith reported a slow decrease above 100 to

140 tai where the emission intemnty dropped to sero (40) . Tousey disa-

grees with this somedhat and plaee the upper boundar y at 110 km (41).

The measurements for this flight appear to be sigrnflaantly affteted by

OH MifsIon (4W).

Tousey has reported the results of a third rooket flight made on

28 march 1957 (41). e finds the maximum intensity at 95 km and the

ba ~daries of the layer at 80 and 115 km. Packer's reasalysie of the

dats from this rocket observation locates the maxtimm at 89 km with the
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beanare fof the layer at 66 ad 118 km (44). In this case Packerfs

rsmlts see more rellable.

The results of all three rocket flights are umaied in Table VIII.

The peo of the nghtglow layer is conoluded to lie at about 895 kmu and

the layer appears to be 30 to 40 ka thick. The lack of observations makes

it impossible to tell *hether the variation in the resulta ia random, due

to seasoral or diurnal effects, or due to errors In the msawements and

data reduction. Many further rocket flights are needed in any case so

s to coatir and elaborate the results already found.

TABLE VIII

Rocket Mea-sureents of the Wodium Nightglow Altitude

Maximum Rocket Filter lntensity Lower Upper

0

12 Dec 55,10 PM 141 20A 85 70 100
5 Jul 56, 1 AM 163 4ax 93 78-85 110-140

28 Mar 57,10 PM 146 25X 89 66 118

E, Variations

Large, bhort-term and seasonal varations exist in the height and

intensity of the sodium airglow. Also, di1terences in sodium airglow

features have been reported for different observing stations. This

general variability is one of the most interestin features of the

mEtiumz airglow. The variations of the sodium nightglow and twilightglow

will be dicuesed separately .
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1. Twilightglow

Variations in the twilightglow were first noted by Bri ard and

Kastler in 1944 (89). Several workers have noted irregular dusk and

davn variations in altitude and intensity from one day to the next and

even duri~ the snme day (930 18,119 ,123,124,135, 186) Observations

in different directions during the ame tlilight period have also re-

vealed that the free sodium distribution is Irregular and patchy (1,

137138). The variations of twillght intensity are caused by abundanee

variations of sodium in the twilight layer.

Several workers have commented upon cases of abndances doubling

over a very short period. Rindle et al (123) have a well observed case

there the sodium abundance doubled in three days. Similar occasions

have been obServed by Bullock and Runten (124) during June and July.

In these cases both groups of workers have noted that the increased

abundance is due entirely to a sodtium density Increase at altitudes below

the proviously observed density peak and result in a lowering of the

density peak (123,124). The sodium density above the peak seems to be

uaohanged. Donahue and Blamont have found that the twilight sodium layer

bec~ces higher and thicker with increases of intensity at Hante Provence

(119). At Tamanrasset they find that casos of higher altitude layers are

as~%ciated with slightly less intensity (119). The results for observa-

tions at Haute Provence seem to be in conflict with the results of

Ran le et al (123) and Bullock and Hunten, (124) at 8askatoon. The nea-

surements of the latter two groups (123,124) appear to be far more

raiable due to better instruments, a more refined theory, and a more
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tirough study of the events.

In 1954 Munton (102) predicted that it ionization were important,

then the mormntg intensity (abundance) ould be higher than that found

for the eveing due to recombination of the sodium lons during the

night. He also predicted that this moraingtevening effect wuld be

largest at the equ~anoes and syvmetrical about them. Since the average

height of the twilight sodium layer ts near 90 kna it appears that any

effects of Ionic recombination will oooUw principally above this alt,

tude and thus cause an apparent increase in the eight of the layer in

the morning as oeapared to the evening height.' Several observers have

looked for these morning-eveniag height and Intensity bchagese

Cronin and Noelcke (118) reported a generally greater abudance of

sadium at sunrise for observations taken over an 18 month period in

ary1and* Observations by Donahue and Blaaont (119) over a two year

period revealed no constant nornig-evenlng abundance variation. Nguyen-

H Doan (139) was unable to detect any differenoe between rorning and

evenng abundaces for his observations between Oct. 1959 and Deo. 1961.

Blaaont et al (135) state that a morning-evening abundance difference

oulBd result from a Doppler effect which ould shift the intensity of

the r~iLatlon which causes the sodium atoms to resonate.

A mornlng-evening height difference was found by Donahue and Bl8aont

(119)0 For canes with the Came sodium abundance, they found the evening

altitudes to be lower than the orning altitudes at both Haute Provence

and Tamanrasset. Blamont et a~ have found some indications that the

sodium layer expands at night and contracts during the day (121).



Dayg'lo mresuemet by Bivant an Dahueo reval large sodium oan-

trations durig the day ihich decroae wthin twenty mintes of

znt (1 F"). CIL alase roau..t it appears that it there is eany

ionization effect, it Is either very rapid so as to be undetectable

by the measureent techniques used, or It is so slow that it has very

little eflect over the period from dusk to dawn. Such effects as are

observed may well be due to changes in the photochemic~l quilibrium

from day to night.

Seaonal variations In the sodiat twIightglow layer are very marked.

A general pattern of strong twilight intensity in winter and veak in-

tensity in simer wa reported by Bricard and Kastler (89) an 1944.

Several workers have reported the seasonal twilight abundance variation

at Haute Provenco for observations beginning In Nov. 1953 and contlnuing

to Feb. 1962 (58.112,18,1189sl361,3T ). The results show a primary

aximm twilight abundance in ov. and Dece. (abou 2.5 x 1010 ato~ 2).

Bigh abundanees are found throughout the winter. After Dec. the abundance

decreases slightly to a weak minimum in Feb. which is followed by a

deainite secondary maxiam in March (about 2.5 x 1010 itme/on 2). The

abundance decreases during the spring to a madianuM n June and July

(about 2 to 3 x 10 atomWca ) and than Increase again to the Nov.-Dec.

m aimu. The months of amalmum and mdnIaum values have varied a little

from year to year (58,119).

Nguyen-Mnu-Doan has dteraled abundsanes from the ratio of the

intensities of the two D lines (58,139,141) rather than from the absolute

Intensity. This method will give good results if the abundanc is greater
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than 10 atX/c120 but my givre pur Ls results due to thes patchy

distribution of the sod2um layer (138).

Observatios of the twilight sodium abundanre at Saskatoon have been

reported by several groups of wrkers (1.45,91,117,124,136,138,142 and 143).

Hunten (117) found a maLmn I March and a mirnimm In June with a nearly

linear intensity rise from June to the end of Feb. and a steep decline

frm the end of Mar* to the end of Mal. Hunten's observations were

made over a period of to yers and had exce4lent areemt fr year to

year. The monthly avarage a &daneo varied by a factor of five. Other

observations at Saskatoon have essentially confirmed the results of

Runten (43,124936,5142). The total sodium bzunda~c ranges from an average

minimum value of I x 109 atoAncm 2 to about 6 x 10 at&m/a m2 at the

maximum. Bullook and Hunten (124) observed minium abundance values in

Sept. kather than June and described the seasonal variation ea being sinu-

soidal with approximately a three week phase llag bhind the soltices for

120 twilIght observations taken over a 15 mnth period.

The soasonal variation found by Cronin and Noeloke (116) at Washington

Grove, Md.z exhibits a meiam In Nov. and Dec. and a rdnmaum in May with

a secondary mximum in Mar. arnd a secondary minimum in Jan. At Oslo a

defnlte maximum ws dete-ted at the winter solatice for observations

taken between Sept. and May during several different years (93). A small

annual variation was found at Tamanrasset which showed a weak maximum in

Nov and Dec. and a weak minima in July. The average abundance at

Tamanraat was found to be about 4.5 x 109 atom /Q 2 (119). Observations

at Chu-chill showed an abundance variation similar to that at Saskatoon
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but with a emaller uaplitude (124). Twenty observationo of por quality

were made in England over a tw~ year period and showed a principal

vaximu in Dec., a secondary Baxim in July, and mtiniuam in spring and

autumn (144)o Because of their spara ty and limitations these later

observations will be eitted from consideration.

To confirm the seasonal variation of the sodium twilight abundance,

several sets of observatios have been made in the southern hemisphere.

Observations at Terre Adelie (O6.o) takenn between April and Sept

reveal a m~axmm in July and August (145). Tinsley and Jone (146) made

observations at Christchurch, Now Zealand for a twelve month period. They

2ound a maximum in the middle of winter, a sharp drop to a minimm in

Sapt., secondary xima in Oct. and Mar., and a principal minimum in

the early samer. More recent observations at Christchurch exhibit a

mawtmum in the fall, a mall Secondary aaxim= n late, winter, and a

minimum in the latter part of spring. Abundances at Chrgstchurch ranged

froma 3 x o10 atSw/cO2 to 15 X 109 atems/a 2 (122).

The abundance variation of sodium In the twilight glow is definitely

sasonal as shown by the observations made in the southern hemisphere.

With the exception of the variation at Saakatoon and Churchill the general

sasonal abundance variation exhibits a maxim= In late all and early

wiAter, generally high values during the winter with a definite weak

mininum in the middle or late vinter and a secondary maximu near the

spring equinox, and a primary minimum in the late spring and early swmmer

A curious factor Is the difference of the month of the maximum and

minimm at various stations. At Baute Provence two maxIaa are observed
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in Nov. and March while at Saskatoon a single mimman is found in Marche

The 6twog sasonal variation may be due to changes in the photochemical

"quilibrium if sodium is combined in solecular form. The abundance

variation may also depend upon the height of the mesopause temperature

mina~i which would change the value of some of the temperature sensi-

tive rate coefioents contrci±nag the eodium abundan e in the emission

layer.

Seaso al variations in the altitude of the twilight layer have been

oted by same workers. At Wahbington Grove, Md., and altitude minimum

(72 kaS) was dected in June and a maxima In GOt (93 kmi). The height

of the layer was enerally loer during the sumer and higher in the fall

and wInter (116). Blamont et al (121) report mainima altitudes in May

and June for 201 observations at Haute Provence. They also find the

emitting layer to be thicker during the autuman, Maimum heights in March

(88 km) and minium heights in Sept. (85 kG) were found at Baskatoon (124).

At C Iuvchill) at 10 ku height variatton has been reported with maximum values

occuring in May and Dec. and minima values in Feb* and Nov. (124). Donahue

and Blaxont (119) found the altitude of the twilight layer to average 88 kn

in Nov. and Dec. and 72 km in June with generally higher altitudes in the

autumn and lower altitudes in the suer at Haute Provence. The altitude

of the twilight layer varies more in the spring and sumer at Haute

Provence (119). At Tamarasset the twilight layer was found at an

average height of 105 km during May and Aug. and at 85 to 90 km for the

rest of the year (119). The altitude varied most in the spring and least

during the dwnter (119)0 Observations over a two year period at Saskatoon

(117) and during a one year period at Christchurch (122) exhibited very

little seasonal variation in the altitude of the twilicht layer (4C 3 km).
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A variation of sodiun udag oe in the twilightglow with latitude

Is evident from an examcuination of the observations reported Avarious

s~tcs. Observations taken at 18.418 between June and Aug. (southern

heisphere seasonal abundanoe e ) exhibit comparatively weak

twilight intensities (15). At 22.80 N the average abundanoe was found

to be only alightly larter than the sumner tminoum aboundace at 43.9 0 N

(119). The amplitude of the seasonal variation ws also maller at

22.8N than at 43.96N (119). At 82.1o (Saskatoon) the abundance

averaged one-half of that at 43.90N (Haute Provonoe) aend the aplitude

of the a variation was also smaller at 52.110N (91,1240137).

The amplitude of the seasonal variaton at 58.8oN has been reported to

be ess than at 52.10N (124). Observations in March at s55.2N reveal

an abundane of 8 x 10g atom/oa 2 (147) which is less than one-half of

the average March abundane found at 43*9N,* At 440S the seasonal

abundanoe was fmd to range from 3 x 10 ato /Wa2 to 15 x 10 atoms/

cnm (122). his s s sore than 2-1/2 times the aasunda s reported for

2.10N. At 66.°S8 the abundance during the winters of 1987 and 198

averaged aaout 15 x 10 a:toM/wc (96)

The general latitude pattern agpears to be one of large abundance

and large amplitude of the easonal abundance variation in aiddle lati-

tudes (near 40 ). At low and high latitudes there is strong evidence

for a decrease &f sodium abundance and a decrease in the amplitude of

the seasonal abundance variation. The only exceptions to this are the

winter observatioas at 66.88S (Terre Adelie) which reveal greater

abundauces then observed at 52.10N and 55.21O. It may be that above 60~
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the abundince increases again. Chabe lain points out that ionization

efects predict the greatest seasonal abundance variation at the poles.

Unfortunately series of high latitude observations have not been reported

so that this effest could be onTm,~ ed.

Simultaneous twilight observations As different directions at Haute

Provence have been reported by DIBant and varios co-waorkers (135,137).

These observations have shown a higher twilight antensity to the north

of the station during the winter and to the south of the station in the

rsamer. For the entire year of 1955 and the first half of 1956 a per-

sistent, definite east-west difference was observed. There weare 46 sianl

taneous east and est observations made during the first half of 1956

elone. Of these observations 33 showed a higher intensity to the wast,

two revealed a higher intensity to the east, and 11 were appro~aately

equal. The ratio of the intensity to the west to that in the east

averaged 1.43 and often reached values exceeding 3.0 (onn one occasion

the ratio was 85). This east-west etfect exhibited great variability.

There was no average difference in this e ffect between dawn and dust ob-

servations vhich helps to confirm the validity of the east-west difference.

Observations taken durnag the fall of 1957 revealed no east-west difference.

these observations strongly imply a standing eddy in the sodium concen-

tration. No other observations have been reported vhich either confirm

or deny the existence of an east-west effect. Additional thorough studies

at other locations such as this one made by Blamont, Donahue and Stull (135)

are needed to confirm the east-west effect. Such standing eddy effects

might expllan the difference between Saskatoon and Haute Provence in the
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2. Nightglow

It has been re ogniasd for some tim that variations eidst in

the sodium nightglowo In 1929 hile announcing his discovery of the

yellow lines in the night sky, Slipher remarked that the yellow emission

was & permanent Zeatur of the night sky but was not of constant inten-

sity (78). Observations taken In rance, Alaska, and Australia have

all shown large night to a ght fluotuations approachLng 50% of the

mean intenasty value (120,129,148). The night to night varitions are

largest in the winter (85). At Poona, India, (18.8 0N) the night to

night variation mw found to be rather mdll (149).

Measuremets have been made of the ratio of the twilight intensity

to the night intensity after the end of twilight (1230). This ratio

was found to vary considerably (by a factor of three during a one week

period) This variation in the intensity ratio indicates that a varia-

tionr occure in the nightAlow eooitation echanism hAeh wmald explan in

part the night to night fluctuations of the nlhtglow intensity.

Observatins have boeen taken of the nightglow intensity over the

entire sky. Upon correcting the intensity to t he zenith intensity it

was rcound that the nightglow intenIty was highly non-unitorm and that

the distribution tended to be patchy (128,130). This non-uniformity

appears to be the usual state of the sodium nightglow layer rather than

the exception.

A divrnal variation of the sodium nightglow intensity has been found,

but it seems to be affected by seasonal and latitudinal changes. Dufay
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an Tcheng~ (150) on th basies of observationa taken during IS) ni~hti,

reported the variation during the night tot c all and irregular odth no

defi ~te pattern. They did feel that there was a general poog-twjightt

derease for one hour and then a small increase during the remainder

of the night. farbier and Roach found the sodium intensity to be en

hanced awth the sun was 18 to 400 below the horiazn (111). Roach and

Pettit fod that a diurnal maxiwum tended to occur dbarltng the end of

the night (132). Roath later reported that there as little diurnal

variation at Cactus Peak in the summer, but that in the wnter there was

a marked increase of intensity from midnight till dawn (95). Observations

at Haute Provence (72) have yielded almost exactly the same results as

these obtained by Roach at Cactus Peak. Observatb ns by Pettit and his

co-m rkers have shown minimum values during the first part of the night

arnd imu= values at dawn (8594). The aplitude of this diurnal

variation ranges from 20 to 30 of the mean nightglow intensity (94~120).

At Tamoanasset and Abast man a tendence for a maxtmAu during the

second halt of the night has been found (6,119). At Poona the inte-

sity was fcund to be high at the beginning of the night, but It decreased

rapidly till 2300 local time and then decreased more slowly during the

remainder of the night (149).

No observations ooncerning the variatice in the altitude of the night-

glow layer during the night have been re~ rted. Ballif and Venkateso ran

have exomined the excitation mechanisms to see it changes in photochemical

eq;~ibrium would predict any changes in the height of the emitting layer.

They found that if the sodium nightglow excitation is produced by reactions
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4 or 6 (~Me Table VI) theln the peak o the emitting layer w11i rise

during the night. It the excitation is produced by reaction 1 the

peak will rePmaa steady during the night (108).

The seasonal variation of the sodiuva nightglow intensity :is very

definite. abwnnees *t al were the first to comment on the sesonal

variation. In 1938 they reported that the maximum intensity occurred

during the wnater and the ntamnm antensity ocUrred in the s.mer (83).

Sie 13938 many easur nts of the sesonal variation of the intensity

haVe been made by a rm=ber of workers at several locations.

The sodium nightglow intensity at Haute Provence exhibits &

Beasonal vaeration with a NaZ a M in NOV., a weak mtamin m in Feb., a

secondary maxwu n Mar., a well defined minimum between June and Aug.,

and a sharp increase of intensity to the maxnum In Nov. (727,S7,148).

This seasmal vriation in the same as that observed for the twilightglow

at Haute Provence.

At Caotus Peak, Caltfornia, the intensity madmm occurred in Nov.

and Dec. and the intensty minimn was found in June and July (85,95,

132,151). The winter intensity was found to be three to tfie times the

sumerL intensity (78*82).

A seasonal variation stiilar to that observed at Haute Provence was

fourd at Sacremento Peak, N. 0. (94,152). The soxim intensity occurred

in Nov. and the minimum intensity occured in June. The Nov. intensity

was ten times the June intensity. Thore was a definite secondary minrim~

in late winter and a weak secondary maximm In Aprilt

Observations of the nightglow at other locations in the northern
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h3rhsphere and at Melbourne, Australia, all show a general early wintor

maxieum and an early sumer minimum (45,53119,120,126). The nightglow

intensity and tw~light abundance vary in the same manner.

Several observatios have been made of the ratio of the D line inten-

slties (D/D). Borthier found a ratio of 1.90.5O for five zenith

observations at Haute Provence (153). Nguyen-au-Doan reports an average

ratio of 1.9IL0% for 14 zenith observations during the winter (141).

Due to a self-absorption effect the ratio should vary with the season

being low for high sodium abundance and high (near 2.0) for low sodium

abundance (154), The D.line ratio at a 750 zenith angle was found to

vary with soason as prediated and yielded sodium night concentrations

ranging from 5 x 109 atomt ca 2 in the summer to 2.5 x 1010 atomts/ca

in the Tinter (58).

Observattons of the nightglow at Cactus Peak (85,956,151) Sacrel nto

Peak (94), and Haute Provence (137) have all shown a difference between

the intensity to the north and south of the station. At all three loca-

tions there Io a higher average sodium nightglow Intensity to the north

of the station during the winter months and a higher average intensity

to the south of the station during the stmer months.

Almoat no work has been done regarding the seasonal variation of the

altitude of the nightglow layer. Observations at College, Alaska, be-

teen Nov. 1959 and March 1960 reveal an increase in height toward spring

accompanied by an intensity decrease (126), but this result is based upon

a asall number of observations and hence cannot be given much weight.

As in the twilightglow, there is a definite latitude variation in
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ihe n~ghtguow intenity. At 16.40S the a'erage nightglow intensity in

Aug. was reported to be 24 R (15), a value well below that observed In

middle latitudes. The average Intensity at Tetanrassot (22.8N) was found

to be only halt that observed at Rmate Provence (43.9N) (119). At

aoromwanto Peak (32.8.N) the average intensity was found to be about

160 R (94). At Abastumant (41.8 0 N) an verage intensity of 98 R mas

reported for the sodium nightglow (53) Observations at Haute Provence

during the sumer of 1956 yielded an average intemsity of 212 R (55).

There is an 1sherent diffialty In comparing these results due to the

Inaccuracy of the absolute calibration of the photometers used. None

the less, there see8ms to be a definite increase in the awr age inten-

sity between the tropics and middle latitudes.

The aplitude of the annual intensity variationeems to exhibit a

latitudinal effect. The annual variation at Tamanrasset wm rapoted

to be smaller than that at Haute Provence (119)o At Sacremento Peak

the Intensity varied over the year by a factor of 10 (94)* A factor

betwern three and five was noted for the annual intensity variation at

Cactus Peak (95,151). It is concluded that there Is an nrease In the

seaconal variation of tho sodum night low intensity between low and

middle latitudes.

It Io pe .sble that the diurnal variation of the nightglow intensity

mWy exhibit latitudinal effects. The night intensity variation at Poona

(185 0oN) was observed to be a rapid intensity decrease from suns t to

near midnight followed by a more gradual decrease of intensity till daun.

The observations from which this variation fas derived wore made between
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azr znd April (14S). In middl e latitdes during the w.intar nmnthe

%hre I~s a gener~i tendency to have a slight intensity decrease after

inset till 3eocal midnight, folloadI by a definite intensity increase

betw n midnight ard dawn. More observations at both high and low

latitude stations are nedod to confirm this latitude effect.

Both the sodium nightglow and twilghtglow have very similar

seasonal and latitudinal variations. There is also definite evidence

of longitudinal variations in mso of the sodilu airglow features. Of

particular interes in this later category are the east-wvst abundance

di ferHnce f*ond at Mane Provence end the difference between the time

of the seasonal abundnce ma at Saskatoon and Haute Provence.

F, Correlations

There appear to be no correlations of the sodium airg ow with ~olar

or ge~physical phenomena Barbier ha reported that the asdium airglo

a no t affected by sunspots (72). Pettit et al (85) have commented th

there vare apparently no correlations of the sodium airglow with n plo

~~say and Tcheng found the average sodium nightglow intensity to be con-

-ant over the three year period betwesn the and of 1940 and the be-

mining of 1044 (148). During this period the sunspo"t number was in

dc.iine from a axi ium in 1937 to a minimum in 1944. This tends to show

a c of a correlation between the sodium nightglow intensity and n,'

a-ty and Tachng also reported that the sodium night intensity Was not

r.zted. with magnetic activity or magnetic perturbations (148). Hunton

as confirted this result from an eramination of about 100 o'aservationi
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The sodiua nightglow Intensity is definitely correlated with the OR

nightgow intensity. A comparison of the diurnal and seasonal variatons

of these two airglow components chows them to be Very similar. The

diurnal varlatlon of both sodina and hydroyl exhibit a tendency for a

minima around local midnight and a axmam in the second hal of the

night. ' kova~ a and Markova have faumd the diurnal variation of the

sodium Intensity to be parallel to that of O0 (40). The seasonal Inte-

etty variation for Or shows a maman in late fall or early winter, rela-

tively high values throughout the winter, and a minima in late asmaer

while the variation for Na has a Maxuma In late fall, high valuei through

the winter, and a miniam In early smer. The sodium nightalow intea-

sity exhibits a secondary O in the late' winter or early spring

thile at the same tiao the OH nightglow intensity Is deoreasing slightly.

Several workers have noted a definite, positive correlation of inten-

sity between thwe two foatures (72$100). In a theoretical study of the

various reactions controling those tio emissiona Ballit and Veakatesran

have found that the intensity of both emissions depends directly upon the

ozone concentration and bence both wll vary in the same va as the ozone

concentration (73).

In a very thorough study Dufay and Tchens have found a very high correla-

tion between the sodiuma nightglow and the nightglow at 6300A (148). They

attributed this latter emission to the 1 ) 2,1 transittons of astmic

oxygen at 6300.3A and 0363.8A. Although ome of the emossion at 6300A

wS undoubtedly due to the atomic oxygen red linek it is more likely that
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the emisaion of eom of the OR bands in that region of the spectrum vas

the ~aeson for the high correlation. Dufay and Tchmng cannot be blamed

for this arror since at the twm of their report in 1947 the OR bands had

not yet been discovered. The filters used to ilolate the 6000A reglon

wore undoubtedly of such band width to pass most of the emission of the
0 0

9-3 band of OH shich ranges from 6234A to 6417A and also some of the 5-0

ban of OH which emits between 6130A and 6326A. The intensity found

for the red oxygen lines ranges between 50 and 100 R. The 9-3 OH band

has an intensity of about 100 R and the 5-0 band an intensity of approxi-

mately 60 R. It is readily seen that the OH sulsolon will probably

dcminate the atomic oxygen red lines. At a 758 zenith angle the sodium

6300A correlation coefficient ws found to be 0.83Wo).027 for 127 obser-

vations and 0.737±.0048 for 91 senith observations (148). Since the

oi.m emissilon occurs below 100 km and since the atomic =oygen red lines

origi ate near 250 km it Is rather unlikely that they ll be correlated.

Several Instances of siultaneous intensity variations of the sodium

n~A atomic oxygen green line (5577A, SO - D2 ) in the nightglow have been

ie orted (107). Contrary to this Vegard et al could find no simple correla-

tion between these two emissions (114). For 750 zenith angle Dulay and

Teheng found a correlation coefficient of 0.383W.060 for 209 observations

and a correlation coeffieient of 0.10:10.104 for 91 zenith observations
0 0

(148). Even here the 7-1 band of OR lying between 5542A and O696A may

be responsible for a large part of this corrletion since It is so small

(tho intensity of the 7-1 OH band is about 3 OR).

Several workers have attempted to find a correlation b6tween meteor



activity ad sodium abundance or Intensity. Krassovsky found intensity

varlations of the sodium airglow difftl to associate with meteorites

(17)o Chamerlain reported no orelation of sodium aan e ith

meteo activity (1) Vallance Jones atudied the meteor influx rate

for 24 hour periods at Christchurch, New Zealand. He found the sodium

twilight brghtness to be out of phase with the meteor intlux rate and

concluded that the sodium abndazce in the twilight and night airglow ~es

independent of the meteor Influx rate (155)o This lack of sdlua s&r-

glow dependence upon meteor activity will be seen to be an important

factor in determining the orgin of the sodium in the upper atmosphere

as vall as the coase for the sodium airglow variations.
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ATOMIC OXYGLN GREEN LINE

A, General Features

In the latter part of the 19th century evidence began to accumulate

dhich suggested that the 5577A green auroral line was present at all

times in the night sky even in the absence of a visible arMral structure.

Measurements of this "permanent aurora" or "non-polar aurora" by Layleigh

(156) in 1020 showed that this radiation was not polarized and hence could

not be due to a rulIght scattered by Interplanetary gas. This ,fact has

been confirmed by Bricard and Katler in 1950 (90).

In 1921 Rayloigh reported that for a series of 145 observations at

Terling, England, he ws able to detect the green auroral line on photo-

graphic plates exposed over an entire night on about two out of every

three nights (157). A continuing series of observations was conducted

by Rayleigh. In 1922 he reported that he could regularly find the green

auroral line in the nlght sky without any acopanying N2 auroral bands

(158). Simultaneous all night observations made to the north and south

at Terlingr evealed no detectable difference in the intensity of the 5577A

line (159). From this Rayleigh concluded that this radiation which seemed

to be present over the entire sky on most nights was not of auworal origin

ind termed it the non-polar aurora.

The basic differences between the 5577A auroral and airglow (non-polar

aurora) were defined by Rayleigh in 1924 (180). The basic characteristics

of the 5577A airglow are: it is not accompanied by the band spectrm of N2 ,
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.1t S preoent over the entire sky, it is esemntially uniform over the

entire sky (relative to the aurora), and it reains essentialy constant

for weeks at a time (in comparison to aurora).

Later atteupts have been made to differentiate between auroral and

airglow emission of the 5577A line on the basis of intensity alone. St.

Amnd aer Ashbura (181) state that the average 5577A auroral intensity is

about one and a half orders of magnitude greater than the 5077A airglow

intensity. Some vorkers feel that if the radiation is intense enough to

be detected visually, then it is of auroral origin, but there is a ques-

tion of whether or not aurorae exist below the visual threshold. Indeed,

several workers report that the distribution of the intensity of the 5577A

radiation is smooth, unrmodal, and positively skewed, Indicating that the

adrglow intensities merge with those of the aurora (162,183). Roach,

McCiulley and Marovich (182) have found this type of 5587A intensity

diotribution to be camon to all of the stations making observations during

the IGY and propose that the 5577A airglow and aurora emissions have a

common origin. Barbler is in direct disagrement with this proposal. He

believes the 8677A urora and aitglow to be two distinct phenomena of

entirely different character (164). In the light of the information

accumulated over the past forty years since Rayleigh first differentiated

between the 5577A arra and airglow, the aijor distinguishing feature

between the two is that the aurora is accompanied by the first positive

band system of the nitrogen molecule.

The substance responsible for the emission of the 5577A radiation

was not known for some time At one time it was attributed to solid
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nitogen Some believed the emision to be due to krypton in the upper

atmsphere. In 192 McLennan and ShrumI mre able to reproduce the auroral

green line in laboratory. They found the wavelength to be 5577.350D.005A

and identified the emitter as atomic oxygen (165). Subsequent investi-

gations have confizred this identification and have shown that the eams-

sion arisem from a 1 o - I2 transition of the oxygen atom. ThI S

state of atomic oxygen is a metastable state having a mean life of 0.74

see and an energy of 4.17eV (168). The D2 state is also a metastable

state with a 110 see mean life and produces a red doublet at 6300A and

8384A through the 12 - 2,1 transitions (1). The ratio of the inten

city of the 6300A emisaion to that at 6364A is three to one from the

thcoretical transition probabilities. The 1 o state may also decay to

3 0 1. 1
the P1 state producing a line at 2972A. The 1o - has a transition

probability of 1.28/sec and the ISo - P1 has a transition probability

of 0.078/see. Hence the 5577A line is auch more intense. Due to the

relatively long mean lifetime of the 1 o and 2 sates collisional d

activation will play an iportant part in controling the emission of atomic

oxgen n n these states, particularly for the eiasions having 1D2 as the

upper state. The energy levels and transition probabilities of the oxygen

atom which appear in the airglow and aurora are shown in Figure II.* Only

the 5577A airglow emission will be considered in this study.

Roach has estimated the mean intensity of the 5577A dirglow emission

to be 250R (95). The median intensity of 21.088 observations of the 5577A

airglow ta!en at arnumber of widely separated stations during the IGY w~

found to be 254 R (1i7) in good reement with Roach' s ematimare. The 7-1
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band of OC lies beteern 6542A and 5692A and hence contaminates obser-

vatios of the 5577A intensity. The 7-1 OH band is estimated to be

responsible for about 6% of the intensity observed at 5577A with the

filters used at present (168). Chamberlain gives the total intensity of

the 7-1 OH band as about 25 R (1)

Sam observers have attributed a cellular structure to the 5577A

airglow. Roach et al estimate these airglow cells to be about 2500 km

in diameter (169). nHug finds the cells to have a mean diameter of

about 1000 km from his obeervations (170). The cells found by Roach et

al appear to nve at a speed of 92W/sec and have an energy emission rate

of 1 to 15 x 1018 ergwsec based upon a 2500 km cell diameter (171). The

concept of large cells of 5577A airglow emission drifting about in the

upper atmosphere seems to have been generally accepted by the other workose

studying the 5577A nightglow.

B. Excitation Meoaanism

Until recently it was thought that the problem of establilshng the

ectation mechlanism for the 5577A nightlow had been adequately solved*

Until the identification of atomic oxygen as being responsible for the 5577A

mission the early workers were at a lose to explain the origin of this

component of the nightglow. Rayleigh tentatively suggested that it might

be due to a phosphorescence phenomena (160). In 1932 Chapman postulated

a three body reaction mechanism between atoms of atomic oxygen which

produces an oxygen molecule and an oxygen atom in the 1 S state (172).

This mechanism is referred to as the Chapman process in the literature and



s listed as reaction 1 in Thbe I . The energy available from 1 is

5.2V v ich is more than asuffcient sine the energy needed to excite

the SI state of atoc oxygen is only 4.17eV.

The Chapman process s generally accepted by those studyi4; the

5577R airglow. There are several reasons for favoring this mchanism.

Rocket measurennts have shown that the 5577A nightglow layer occurs at

abt the sam ltitude altitude as the a atoic oxygen concentration (41,87),

thu sfavoring reaction 1. Several workers at various locations have

studied the intensity distribution of the 5577A nightglow (107,164,173,174).

They have found e that the cub root of the intensity has a norml distri-

button. This vould be expected if the Chapman process were operative,

since the rate Iould depend upon the cube of the atonic oxygen concentra-

tion. Another reason for favoring the Chapman process is the high co-

variance of the intensities of the 8577A emission and the molecular

woygen Herzberg bands (173). The three body atomic oxygen reaction can

also proceed as sho w by reaction 11 (see Table IX) and hnce if the

Chapman process were operative a high correlation between the 5577A

o-ission and the Herzberg bands would be expected. Roach et al state

that any departures from exact covariance of these to emissions would be

due to auroral enhancement of the 5577A line (173). Tandberg-Htan men and

Roach have made estimates of the rate coefficient for the Chapman process.

They found that based upon the atomic oxygen concentrations near 100 km

the Chapman process could produce an emission intensity of the 5577A line

equivalent to that of a faint aurora which is far higher than the inten-

sities normally observed in the nightglow (178). Other workers have also
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TABLE IX

Reactions Asuoiated with the 5577A Nightglov

1. O + O-- 02 + 0(8)

2. 0+ CO + 0( s)

3. Of + +1 *-4 NO + O(S)

4. 08*r - 0o + (Cs)

5. o +0" ----. o + 0(is)

6. o + Be t + 0 ( Is)

7. 0 + e(4.17eV) -v 0(IS) + .

8. O ' --+- + + 0(o6)

s. o (A 2 : ) + O -ox , ; ) + 0C'8)

10. X +YO --- x +O(s)

11. G +0 +0 --- 02(A 3 : +0

12. + O +M - 02(A ) +

+ 0++0
13. 0 + 02 .M... O + 0

14. 00s) - 00(D) + h% (5577A)

16. 0o(8) + 0( 9, 0DSP) + 0

17. O( S) + 0 -- 0  +0

18. ('s) + N 2 -- e + N

10. 0)2(A 4) - 0(% ) + hV (Rerzberg)
le 2 A X1
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fond tka rate of I to be sufficient to give the ch served emission inten-

sitles (45,176).

Other excitation mechanisms have been proposed but have been found

to be inadequate. Noolet proposed a two step process involving reactions

13 and 8 (177). This prooess wnuld be operative in the F region of the

ionosphere, well above the presently accepted altitudes for the 5577A

nightglow, and will not produce the observed emission intensityo

Krassovsky suggested same reactions with vibrationally excited

moleclar oxygen 6hioh could produce atomic oxygen n the 1 o state (17).

These are listed as reactions 2,3 and 4. Krassovaky himself believed 3

to be inadequate due to the low concentration of N in the cmtting region

but found that with concentrations of about 10 to 10 02

o!i/=m, 106 to 1o~ coM/=, and 1L0/ =3,, reactions 2 and 4 could produce

the observed tmission rate. Dalgarno aS~gued that the concentratlan of O

and OR proposed by Krassovsky were uch too high and that collisional de-

activation was not sufficiently taken into anoount (45)o In addition it

seems that KrassovaSy's proposed concentrations of CO and OR are too high

if the emission takes place near the altitudes of maxtlm astamic oxygen

concentration.

Reactions of the type shown by 10 were investigated by Gush and Sharma

(176). For such a reaction to proceed the dissociation energy of XY must

equal or exceed the dissociation energy of YO plus the excitation energy

of 0 ( 8o) They nre not able to find any substances meeting this require-

nent in the upper atmosphere around 100 kmno

Various processes involving ions were suggested but discarded for one
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e o r mnother (11176,170)*. trtyn believes tal, charged particloo

are r esntial constitv1unt in th tonthe rotion madhanism and ht hat they act

ra a catalyst (178). Bates and Dalgarno ruled out fast electrons and

other excitation transfer proczsses as insufficient (101). Ion concen -

trations are too low to yield the observed emission Intensities throughot

the entire night (101,176).

Since 1959 several workers have supported an excitation process of

a dischage nature (163.173 175 479). This process is shown as reaction o

The electron would gain the nec ssary energy through acceleration by the

electric field in the lower ionosphere. Roach has noted an incraso of

077A intensity with current density in the lower ionosphere whch, he

beiaves, supports the discharge mechanism (163). Roach et al have found

the intensity distribution curves to be unimodal and vory similar for

ctationa observing 5577A airglow at low and high geomagnetic latitudes

(173174). The airglow observations at high geomagnetic latitudes are

0

trongly contaminated with auroral 5577A emission and this has led Roach

Qt al to believe that a single process of a discharge nature is responsible

for both the 5577A auroral and airglow emidsions.

O~uda has obsorved a simltanos intensity increase over the entire

sy i~ich he believed implied a secondary excitation mechanism in addition

to the Chapman process (107). He postulated that the additional excitation

energy came from meteor showers and that the meteoric excitation (reaction 6)

ws two orders of magnitude less than that due to the Chapman process. In

support of his proposal Okuda pointed out that If a factor of 2 to 3 i

were subtracted from the 5577A airglow intensities before the cube root wa
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tak ,o he cube root of the remainder would exhbit a more nearly perfect

norml d~itribution. Okuda found this to be true for the intensity dis-

tribution of all the stations he examined.

In 1961 Barth and Hildebrandt (181) reported the results of their

rboratory studies of the Chapman prooess. In their eork they investigated

the rate ooefficaent oft and found it to be 8 x 10 8  m6/sec. Using this

rate coefficient and the upper atmospherio densities of 02 and 0, they

computed the rate of production of 0( 18) by I and the amount of collisional

deactivation of 0(8) by 18. The resulting emission rate of 5577A by 14

was 0.2 R or roughly three orders of magnitude loss than the oberved

emission rate (181). They concluded that the long favored Chapman process

could not be responsible for the 5577A nghtlows.

Barth proposed a tvo step excitation mechanism to replace the Chapman

process (182). The first step in Barth's meohanism involves the production

of electroneally and vibrationally excited oxygen molecules by reaction 12.

The excited oxygen moleules then transfer th* energy to oxgen atoms by 9.

In 1662 laboratory studies were reported by Barth and Patapoff wbich con-

firwed the ability of 12 and 9 to produce the observed 5577A emission

rate (183). The use of 0~ in the excitation of the OOR and Na nightglow

has already been discussed and rejected in both cases. Oe of the main

reasons for doing so ms that 0* is rapidly deaotivated by collisions with 0.

It is this deactivation by collisions with 0 that produce the atomic oxygen

nightelow.

Many of the reasons given in support of the Chapman process apply

equally well to the mehanism proposed by Barth. The emission of the o~ygen



green line in Barth's process depends upon the production of 022 a 3: )

but this is responsible for the emission of the Herberg bands as shown

by 19. Hence 12 and 9 predict the observed covaianlce between emission of
0

the 5577A atomic oxygen green line and the Herzberg bands of molecular

ogeon in the nightalow.

Tcbnatsu and Nagata have pointed out that both the Barth and Chapmma

processes v41 predict the same intensity distribution f colllistonal

deactivation of 0( 8) Is suffi ently large (184) * Oust and Shawma made

a thorough study of the de-xcitation of 0(18) by a number of possible reactions

(176). They concluded that de-elcitation reactions involving three body

collisions or reactants with low concentrations such as N, Na, NO, H and OH

were negligible in cpouparton with 120, 16 17 and 18. These four reactions

were found to be able to de-rexa te about one halt the 0(18) produed before

emission could take place (1786) Thus, the condition for similar intensity

distribution of the Chapman and Barth processes s satisfied and the emis-

sion produced by 12 and 9 will also be proportional to the cube of the

atcaei oxygen oonoentration. The Barth process is expected to operate best

in the region of maximum atomic oxygon cocentration hoich is about vhere
0

the 5577A airglow originates.

In sumary, only the Chapman and Barth processes seem to fit the observed

features of the atomic a gen nightglow at 6577A. The laboratory studies

by Barth and Hildebrandt (181) and by Barth and Pataporf (183) seems to

confirm that the process proposed by Barth (reactions 12 and 9) I8 respon-

sible for the 6577A nightglow mission. The proposal of a single excitation

"echanism for both the auroral and airglow 5577A emission involves some
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difUclulty in that it fals to explain the absence of the auroral nitro-

gen bands in the nightglow. The ability of the Barth promes to predict

the observed emiesion lntemsi*t altitud% and covariance With the 02 VrarS

bands is strong evidence In support of the Barth process. The process of
0

reactins 12 and 9 ~s concluded to be the 5577A nghtglow exptation mechaniam.

Co Alttude

Several procedures have been eaployed to detedS ne the attitude of

the atcaa o oyger 6577A ntghtglow. The principal methods used to determine

the altitude of 577A nightglow are the Van Rbijn technique, triangulation

suremnto. Doppler toperature ~ts, and rooket observations.

These methods will be discussed separately It the order aentioned above.

1. Van Rhi3n Technique

All the earlier measarements of the altitude of the 5S77A airglow

uvre made by the Van ahijn technique. In order to obtain accurate mea-

srenents by this method corrections mast be applied for absorption and

cattering of the emitted radiation by the atmosphere. An allowance aust

also be made for the background emission in the ease spectral interval.

A thorough study of the emission altitude was reported by Dufay and

T heng in 1947 (128). For observatins on 1889 nights taken over a three

year period they found the height to be 1OQ±20 to 30 ka. They later dis-

4owered an instrumental error that they had not taken into account (185).

They applied a correction factor to their observations ihich increased the

altitude to an average value of 215 km.

Abadic e at (186) deduced from their observations that there were
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0

t4 w enmisson layers of 5577A ~ightglow one at 400 km and the other at.

1000 km. They had difficulty in accounting for the background emssion.

It was later shown by Roach and Ibinel (181) that the observations of Abadie

at al could just as easily be interpreted as showing a layer at 130 km,

the airglow layer, and a second, weaker layer at infinity, due to the

starlight and zodlacal light background.

In the winter of 1948-49 Roach and Barbier (130,131) made measure-

nents by a two color Van Rhijn method in Which a second photometer is

0 0

used to observe the emission near 5210A. In the region near 5210A there

is no strong atmospheric emission, and it was assumed that the intensity

observed in this region was the same as the background in the 5577A region

and hence would serve as a background correction. This is not entirely

O

true since the 7-10H band neaw 5577A must still be taken into account,

ut the second photometer observations do serve as a good correction for

the continuum emission and the stellar background. Roach and Barbier made

whole sky surveys and calculated the 5577A emission altitude from the

c)iophote maps iich they had obtained from their surveys. They concluded

that the altitude was 100150 km from four observations by their two-color

mothod (130,131).

The two-color Van Rhijn method was applied by several other workers

to the determination of the 5577A nihtglow altitude. Altitudes were re-

ported for measurements made at Haute Provence (188,189,190); Cactus Peak,

Calif. (36,132,191,199 193,194); and Poonas, India (168). All these dif-

ferent observations by different observers gave very consistent altitudes

ratging between 200 and 250 kmn. Barbier critically examined all the
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observatians reported up to 1952 and concluded the 5577A nightglow

altitude as 250±t30 km (36).

In 1953 Bates and Dalgarno raised some objections to the observed

250 km emission altitudes (101)° They grued that at 250 km no echanism

c3.ld be found to give the observed eission Intensities and that it the

Chapman process was responsible for the emission, then the altitude for

the emitting region should be near 100 km (101). Barbler studied the cor-

rections and assumptions used in determining the altitude by the t o-color

method (195). He concluded that the unoertainties in the extinction,

the extraterrestrial light lntensity, and the asswmptions implied by the

Van Rhjn method were not sufficient to change to 200 km to 250 km heights

obtained if the results are based upon an extended series of observations

(193) ) Manrng and settit pointed out that the Van Rhijn method weuld

aive wide daily and diurnal variations in the hoight due to the patchiness

of the emission (196).

Ashburn (197) found the error in the two-'color observations in 19,5

All the observations reported Zia used a correction for emtinction by

absorption in the ozone layer and by Rayleigh scatterng in the lower

atmosphere. Ashburn nade meamemurmets of the actual extinctton coaeft-

cient at several locations. He found the measured coefficient to be nmud

higher than those used in deteraninag the 5577A airglow hei&hts. He found

the difference to be due to scattering and absorption by hase and dust par-

ticles and water droplets in the atmosphere (197). Huuhata and Tahmatsu

(198) concurred with Ashburn's conclusions.

Heoiht measurements using the additional extinction correction proposed
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by Ashburn are much more in g1to with the altitudes predi;ted by the

vcltation mechanism. Two-color observations made at J~ngfraujoh in

the S$is8 Alps by Elswrsr and Sledentopf (199O200) have yielded a mean

altude of 90 km for the 6577A aightglow. Observations at Cactus Peak

on three nights gave altitudes for the 5577A layer between 82 and 117 km

(133). For observations made during 125 nights over a two year period at

Sacramento Peak, N. K, Nanring and Pettit found a height of 8 68 km

(201,202). Other series of of observation made in Japan (198) France

(203) and the United States (at Frits Peak, Colo.) (204) have all found

the altitude of the onygen green line nightglow to be at about 100 km in

exact agreamt with the altitude predicted by the cheaeal eOcitation

mechanisme

2. Triaqlgpation

The patchiness and iregularity of the s577A nightglow makes

height meremnts by tricaulation quite feasible. Burthata et al

atte~pted trianulation height measurements from two stations in Japan

located 1110 km apart (205,208). They were able to get only one simul-

taneous eureent on a small bright patch in the region of the sky seen

by both statios. A height of 270 km was deduoed from this single obser-

vation.

At Cactus Peak st. Amend at al (194) made triangulation neaslul mentz

during two nights in conjuntion with another station 317 km distant. They

obtained altttudes of 1000L km and 8Q±10 km for the two nights of obser-

vation. During the same nights observations by the two-color Van Rhjn

methcd vwth the underestimated extinction cooffleient resulted in an
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altitude of 200J20 km (194). Observationa by Mnlain and PeItt (201,

202) fro stations 220 km apart yielded altitudes between 80 to 100 kh.

Recent trianAulation observations have been reported for stations 92 km

apart (Churchill and Belcher, ManitOba (207).* A statistical procedure was

used to correlate the inatensities found in the portions of the sky observed

in oounon. The resulttag altitude was found to be 95JA kma

3. Doppler Temperatures

Several different easurements have been mdeo of the Doppler

widths of the 6577A line. An interferometer was used in all the easure-

ments. Measurements at the Lick Observatory yielded temperatures between

105 and 2310) (208,209). Observations in Ireland woere made by Armstrong

between Feb. and April 1968 (210,211) * Measurements of the low order dis-

persion yielded temperatures between 150 and 2360K and higher order dis-

p3rsion seasurements gave twiperatures rangiig between 180 and 2200K.

Taking the possible errors into account, Armstrong concluded that the meoan

temperature was about 190K (210211). Measurements by Wark at the Lick

Observatory during May and June gave tmperatures betwen 174 and 200R

with a mean value of 184i5X01 (212). Winter eau t at L0par ya,

USSR (69 0N) gave temperatures of 2Sq±3G03 and 26QI50 K (213).

A model of the atmosphere above 50 km has been given by Nicolet. In

his model the temperature is given as 1500 K at 80 km and 200OR at 100 km (214).

Observations of the temperature at 80 to 85 km in rocket grenade experiments

at White Sands and Churchill show the actual temperature to be someioat

higher (20 to 300K) than given in Nicolet's model (70). The measured Doppler

temperatures are in general agreement and imply altitudes slightly under 100 km.
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"The Sea r aents at 69 N are In disagr eement with the others, but this

ie likely to be due to changes In the upper atzospheric structure with

latitude and season. MeasEuremts of the OR rotational temperature

uring the winter have abown the teperature to increase sharply with

latitude above 60oN, This tesperatur Increase undAoubtedly occurs in
0

the layor producing the 5577 A emission also. Henws, it appears that

the altitude Indicated by the Doppler temperature. is about 100 kas

4. Rocket Observations

Five observations of the 5877A nightglow layer have been made

by use of photometers carried through the .itting layer on roketas. All

of the rooket easurements reported in the literature have been made at

White Sandso Now Mexico.

The first succesful rocket observation was made in Nov. 1985 (218).

The 5577A nightglow layer was found to range from 70 to 105 km. The

peak emission was found to lie between 90 and 95 km Some doubt exists

in the height of the upper boundary sice the nax m altitude attained

by the rocket was only 105 ka.

A second rocket shot wa conducted in Dec. 1955. Socnea et al re-

ported the results of this measurement (108)s Data was obtaited from the

reaket for altitudes between 65 and 141 km. In a preliminary analysls the

layer was found to lie between 80 and 115 km with a peak emtsPson at 9b km

There a considerable scatter in the data due to background variation and

layer patchiness. The final analysis showed the peak Oemisson to be at

99 kc, the lower boundary between 65 and 80 kao and the upper boundary

between 110 end 120 ka (87) ?he indefiniteness of the boundaries ws

attributed to layer patchiness.



A third rooket msamwurent was itde in July 1958. From a preliminary

anlysis Hqpper and Meredith found a sharp base at 00 kno a maxiaUm

emission at 94 hak a rapid intensity doorese between 100 and 104 km, and

zero e~ss;on at 118 km (40). A full analysis of the data from this obser-

vation by Tauey (41) changed only the altitude of peak emisd ion from 94

km to 97 kan.

Tousey (41) and Packet (44) have reported the results of two add.-

tional roket observations hAieh give about the same values for the layer

distribution as those reported above. The results of all fivo roket

bseirvati;ons are s\amrized in Table X.

Acvrrate masurements by tour dfferent methods have all yielded

aErs sion altitudes of the 8577A nightglow layer of about 100 kI. Once

the early difttulties were ovac- ome# the tvo-oolor Van RhIjn technique

consistently gave eason altitudes near or below 100 km. With the

eoeption of a sngle easurwemnt of doubtful accuracy reported by Hurwhata

Sal . the triangulation easurements all resulted in altitudes ranging

ta 80 to 100 km. The Doppler temperature measurements appear to give

resul t s consistent ith ttitudes slightly below 100 ka. The peak emission

altitude as deduced from ive rocket flights through the misslon layer

is about 97 ka. The hea est weight Is given to the rocket measurmnts

due to the greatest accuracy of this method. It is concluded that the

5577A atomae oxygen nghtglow e~mssron layer is between 30 and 40 km thi ke

has a peak etission between 98 and 100 km0 and is distributed about the

mad~mum with a smaller scale height below the peak then above the peak.



TABLE X
o

Sumry of Rocket Obstirvations of the 5577A Nightglow

Datl1ara 4 A

17 No7 1955 2 AM 105 km -" 90-95 ka 70 km 100 km
12 Dec 1985 10 EO M 14 20A 99 80 11
5 Jul 1936 1 AM 163 29 97 00 120

28 sar 1957 10 PM 146 18 98 95 107
a Nov 19 9 - 18 97 76 125

1 - Maxin Rocket Altitude
2 = Filter ilfwidth
3 = Altitudle of Maxmjm Eission

5 = Upper Boundary

D* Variations

The atmido oxygen nightglow emnssion at 3577A exhibits coasiderable

reglarity in both space and time. t large iufaer of observational

studies have been conducted at several locations in order to determine it

there is any pattern to the intensity variations. The final portion of

this section will deal with general latitudinal and longitudinal varna-

tions of intensity.

1. General Variabltty

In ons of his early studies of the atomic oxygen green line

Raylelgh stated that 1, found no sensible changes in the emission for

weks at a time (160). Rayleigh's Instruments wre rather crude and :na-

sesitiv and Rayleigh was using the sroral emission as a basis for com-

parsson. Observations with faster, more sensitive instruments have shown

considerable variation of the intensity.

goo
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La~re variations of intensity from night to night have been noted by

observers in the United States (85,216), Russia (53), Australia (217,218)

and India (2 9). Several studies have shown large changes in the diurnal

pattern from night to night (S3,217,180220). Observations In Switserland

have shown that most Intensity variations are less than 25% of the an

value but that in 53 of the cases the variation exceeds 80% of the mean

intensity (170). Large intensity tuotuations during a single night

have also been noted (221).

Obs.rvatns by Day and Tcheng made at different points in the sky

during the same night have revealed the 6577A layer to be definitely not

uniform (128). All sky surveys show the layer to be very patochy (10,D222).

Rocket observations have also detected considerable patchiness (87). Patchi-

ness of the mission layer causes large apparent variations in the altitude

of the layer during the night if the moasurements are made by the Van RhiJn

tocstque (131). The pattern of the intensity over the sky also sees to

chnge with time (1909,-30224).

Observations by Manring and Pettit revealed an intensity pattern which

did not change shape from night to night but varied in Intensity with time

(196). Observations at Tamanrasset over a three year period generally

revoaled an are of maxI mm Intensity oriented £-W lanost directly overhead.

In general the ntensity of the are was relatively low at the beginning of

the night but the relative intensity increased through the night until

dawn such that it was the dominating feature of the intensity pattern (224).

There are rare ocossions when the 5577A nighbtlow intensity becomes
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brIght enough to be detected visually. Several cases of this have been

observed. Raleigh noted one muh occasion on 6 Nov. 1931. He made a

thorough study of the emieslon and found the auoral nitrogen bands to be

absent, indicating that the brightness ws due to to he nightglow (225)

2. Diurnal Variation

Early observations of the S577A nightglow by Rayleigh showed no do-*

finite diurnal variation (157,226). In 1928 McLennan (227) and Rayleigh

(228) reported a distint diurnal variation with a maxim=nar aidnight

for observations at Flagstaff, Arizona and Terling, England rspeotively.

For obsrvations over & period of one year Rayleigh found the ratio of

the intensity at the beginning of the night to that at midnight to be

0.7 to 0.8 (228). In 1930 H. 8. Jones reported a stilar variation for

obs~ervatios at Canberrao Australia (M29)• Observations in France

uring the tinter of 1935-38 revealed a wide variation in the time of

the diurnal mwnam with maxs occuring four to four and one halt hours

either zide of midnight (230)* Extended series of observations made in

the early 1940's in France (150) and the United States (231) confirmed

te e:dctence of a general aidnight maximum.

At Cactus Peak, California an extensive series of observations wa

me of the 5577A nightglow variations (85,950132,191,192,193,2200232).

The diurnal variation generally exhibited a maxiunm within two and one hal.

hors of local midnight. The maximum intensity was usually about tice

the rtinium intensity and the predawm ntensities were higher than those

just after twilight. In the sumr the maimum tended to occur before
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midnghts Q in the ,Ater after midnight. The intensity pattern

apeared to be f=xed relative to the antisolar point. To an earth-bound

obsmrver the pattern appeared to move trro east to west. There were

local varations in the pattern and also changes in the pattern with

time

Observations at Sacroeanto Peak, N. L exhibbited a smal average

diurnal variation with a maeiaum at about one third of the W through

the night (94)* Three typos of dirnal variation wre noted: a aid-

night maximn (most common), a midaight dminana, and no variation at

all (least comon) (94).

Oever1a studies have been reported for other locations. At Frits

Peak, Colo. a diurnal maximum was generally tound to be near midnight

(103) Observations at Kate Provence revealed a sl diurnal intensity

variation (less than 10% of the average intensity) and a diurnal maium

within two hours of midnight (188,190). Fasbkova and Markova generally

fcdt a ma xi near aidnight for observations at Abastuman (53). The

maxinou occurred within three hours of midnight at Nalmi Tal India (233).

Observations on 179 nights at Maroyamae Japan (350 N) revealed a nightly

maxia near midnight (234) At Camden, Australao the mazxama generally

ccurred three hours after loal midnight (217,218)o Barbier ot ~a re-

ported the results for observations made over a one year period at 49 305

in thO Kerwgueln Islands (233) They found the average diurnal iatenusty

variation to be only 8% of the average intensity, a diurnal maximum two

hours past local aidnights and greater intenraties during the second half

of the nrght.
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In contrast to the above rports Sandford found no diurnal variation

at Scott Bas, ,tntarBtica during the vdnter (23) *). At Poona, India,

observations made in 1934 showvd a mtniuma beginning at midnight hitch

lasted for two hours and a maxaum at dusk and dawn (237). Recent re-

sults for observations made during the IGY at Poona showd a maxim three

hmur before midlight followed by a doarease of Intensity till daam (149).

Some observers have found a seasonal variation in the diurnal pattern.

At Haute Provence Barbier reported that the diurnal intensity variation

exhibited a midnight maxinam between Nov* and Mar., a slight increas

through the night between May and Aug.r a slight decrease during the

night durig Apr. and Sept*, and almost no variation in Oct* (72)9 These

results were based upon 5-1/2 years of observation. Observations at Mt.

Abu, Inda detected a diurnal maxi~u one to two hours before midnight

in Feb. and shortly after aidnight in May (219). In Jan. and Feb. the

intensity was generally greater before midnight and in Apr. and May the

intensities before and after midnight were about equal. These observa-

tions awre made between Jan. and June only due to the monsoon (219)0 The

results of three years of observations at Sendal, Japan (38.1N) show a sea-

sonal varation in the diurnal pattern. The diurnal intensity variation

howed a midnight maximum between Noev and Feb., a general Increase during

the night between May and Aug., a general deoorease through the night in

Sept. and Oct., no variation in Mar. , and a weak midnight mtnium in April

(223). The seasonal changes of the diurnal variation at saute Provence

and Sendal are seen to be very similar.



Recently there have been me reportis of a twilight enhancemaent of

0

the 5577A emisslon The early studies of Dauay and Toheng showed no

trace of a post-twilight decreaoe (150) In 1958 Dalgarno was unable to

find any definite observational spport for a twilight enhanement (45).

Observations at Fritz Pek and Rapid City were reported by UMeH ll in

1960 vlaich showed a definite twilight enhancement (168). In a later study

Megill et al reported that the twilight e neasra n t exhibited a seasonal

dapendenrce (23). For abservatonw over a year at Rapid City they found

that the twilight enhancement occurred most frequently in the fall and winter

and almost never in the spring and suimer.

3. Seasonal Variation

The earliest studies of the seasonal intensity variation were

made by Rayleigh (8leo226), For observations at Torling Rayleigh found.

an annual maximn in November and low values in the winter with a iaxlmm

'o mianlum ratio of 3.8.

Since 1930 a large nmber of studies have been made of the seasonal

intensity variation. These are suarised in Table XI. A study of the

data in Table XI reveals a general tendenc at every station for an

intensity maximum in the all. There is also also a general tendency for a

miSnia of intensity in the winter or sprinag There seems to be a latitude

effect in the seasonal variation. Stations located below 350 exhibit ax

in the early spring and early fall and ainia in the winter and szmmr.

Poleward of 350 there is a general tendency for a strong fl maximm and

a prolonged minimum during lat winter and spring. Many of the stations

liSted in Table XI reported smaller intensity variations which are not

listed in the table.
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M.

Tamanrasset
Algeria

Mt. Abu
India

Sacremento
Peak, rew
Mexico

Mt. Palomar
Calit.

Cape of
Good Hiope

Canberra
Australia

Uaruyama
Japan

Cactus Peak
Calif

ObservationAIBL.Btr~ Q

22.80N 239
235

24.0N 219

32.70N 94

152

234

33.3oN 231

340

350S

35cN

229

229

234

36.1oN 232

Jan-May 57
Jan-Jun 53

1-1/2 yro

Summary of Seasonal Vaiatil Studies

~gxh~jPBraB mt~a~axa~
3J F A M J J A

.__S Um~rtatin iL

Min

Min

Main
(125R)

1-1/3 yrs

8 0 N D

A 8 O N D J F M A M J

Max
Max

Max

Max
(680R)

(470R)

Min
Weak
Min

MaxMax

No Observations

Max mAin
(400R) (125R)

IMin
(230R)

(2508)

1 yr

4 yr

2 yrs

4 yrs

4 yrs

min

mPin

min
(10R)

WeakMax Weak
min

Max
(310)

min
(340R)

Weak
min

Max
(400R)

Max
(470)

Max
(330H)

1 Max

Iin
(370R)
min

(250R)

M=

M

min Max
(220R) (380R)

Max
(420H)

(N\,

m



Tabl e X1 (eCntinued)
Observation

k le
& M A

A 8 0

Cactus
(conte.)

Sendai
Japan

Abastumani
USSR

Haute
Provence
France

Kerguelen
Isaands

Terling
England

Scott Bame
Ant.

36.1N

38.1N 223

41.7ON 53

5 yrs
5-1/2 yrs

3 yrs

Min
Weak Mmn
Max

1-1/2 yrs

43.9oN 45 1-1/2 yrs

72 5 yrs

235

49*30S .235

52oN 240

77.9S 236

min

(260R)
Min

m8in14 ns

11 yra

Mayrsep 59

win

Min
Mliia

Weak
Max

Max
(450R)

Weak
Max

Weak
Max

Min

Min

Max
Max

Max

Max

Weak Max

Min Max
(300R) (450R)

Weak Max
MiLn

Weak Max
Min

Max

High
Intensity

No Observations
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A tasoona variation in the averago dfrectica of mximm interasity

has boon found at several mid-latitude stations. At Sacrameuto Peak

(32.71) the average direction ag the maxiimum Iantenity is utrogly nrth

during winter aliSghtly to the aouth in the spring and fall and slightly

th or almost ovrhead in the ummer (94,202) At CaBtus Pak (38.104N)

betwe~.n D*. and Apr. and betmen June and Sept. the maxim intnsity Im

aslost always to the north of the station and gnerally to the south in

Aprl May and Sept. through Novo (o83,8,832).

The ratio of the Intensty at a 735 senzth angle toward the north to

that toward the outh wa s measured at Nigata, Japan (3.70N). This

ratio was highest In Jan. and reater thma one in June and July Indiating

hk.her intensity to the north. In Apr* and Sept. the stronger Intensity

w us tord to the south (241).

A reversal takes place in the seasona vriation of the direction of

namium IntenSlty at Baute Provenoe (43.9°0 N). ObservatIons reported In

193 gave the imr u u to the south in Feb. and J~y (210). A later study

reported In 1039 shoeed the Pma m to be to the soth between June and

Augm and in ave (23) , Whereas the hgher Intensity was north In wInter

and se~ r and south In spring and fall for the three stations below 38o0 N

&t iHaue Provence the variation is rather Irregular ~1th a tendency toard

otronger intensity to the south In the sumer and winter.

4. Latitude and Longtude Variations

Rayleigh (242) was the first to conduct an extensive study of the

vaiation of average intensity with latitude. With the cooperation of

several other oboervern he obtained the average latensity ~menaa ents at
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14 locatlos over the globe in Loth the northern and southern hemiShero.a

T data gathoered by Raylaeigh revealed 4 very irreg lar variation of

inten~itvy (242). About the only conclusion that cwld be made was that

Vhe Intansity seaed to be lower at low latitudes.

uruhata and Nakaura have reported the results of observations made

ebaoard a ship traveling fra Japan to the Antarctit (350N - 8508) and

back. The first round trip s made between Nov. 1956 and Apr. 1957. The

obervational values exhibitd considerable scatter but a general vawra-

tion v±th geographic latitude was detected which showed a miniska intenO

ty at the equator (243,244, ,243)e A 8scond voyage was made between

ct. 1957 and Apr. 1958. The intensty exhibited miniMm at the

quator, a aximwam at about 30 , a s ecdary muiniim between 35 ° and 40".,

and rapid increase above 400 (246). The results obtained froa the

obsrvations made during a& thitd voyage were the @ame as the first tso

;(247). In ell three cases the variatoio wxs with geogvaphic and not geo-

iagnetlc latitude.

3aber made a l parison of the intensities at 43.90N and S22.7 0N.

He found the intenity to be higher at higher latitude (35)* Observations

at 16.1sS (16) have yielded relatively low intensities (120 comared to

he?4 accepted mean value of 250 R)0 At College, Alaska, the intensity

butmen Jan. and Apri averaged 2400 ( 246)o This very large value was

vmdoubtedly due to auroral contamlnation.

Se of the observations made during the 1GY are sumavod In Table

SII. Only those stations reportIng more than 500 observations vhdch coer

the entire calender year are Incluoed As seen from Table XII the latitude



TABLE XII

0

Result, of IGY Observations (167) of the 577A Nightglow

Inteowity at Selected Stations

I.t A A 4 A A Z

Ondrejov 49.90N 15.0 0 E +49.8 696 239 833 450

Stfaeropol 44,80N 34.1E 441*2 544 230 295 370

ZRpid City 44.0N 103.1GW +33.1 987 195 270 375

tAeute Provence 43.901 5.8 0 E +45.8 2290 260 360 480

Meambetsu 43,9N 144.20E +34.0 717 175 262 385

Fritz Peak 39.90N 105.5cW +48.7 1329 252 355 485

sendva 38.1*N 140.6*E +27.9 1170 185 245 325

thgats 37.7ON 138.8.E +27.4 690 215 280 365

Rakiloka 30 .2N 140 .2*E +26.0 1505 165 21 280

Gifu 35.6*N 137.0OE +25.0 612 135 3200 280

usaryama 35.04N 140.OOE +24.8 819 195 252 325

Sacremnto Peak 32.70*N 105.8*W +41.6 1232 200 2709 411

Tamaaset 2.8OIN 5*.5E +25.4 2750 128 170 220

Camden 34.10  150.69E "42.6 1984 124 173 241

Intensity in Raylefgho (R)

1. Latitude
2, Longitude
3. Magnetic Latitude
4. Number of Observations
8. Lower Quartile
0. Median
7. Upper Quartile



varation of intensity is quite Irregular. A good part of this Irteg-as

larity Is probably due to the diff8culty in the lablute ealibration of

the photwters. oNo noticeable tproreamt is vde if the tIntensity t

taken as a funJtion at geomagnoto latitude. In general the intensity is

lowest .I the trapics and aInreaes with latitude. Ther is ame indi1oa

tion of a secondary maiim betwen 3o and 40. Some support for a

secondary ini~um i also given by obserations made at wour locations in

Japan over a one year period of the direction of highest intenity. Tbree

stations with latitudes rwing from 34.9oN to 3682o0 found a higher In-

toity to the oouth while the fourth station at 43.9ON observed a

higher intesity to the north (249).

The amplitude of the amal intensity va-riation is affected by changos

in loation. Rayleigh and Jones found that the annual variation at

Torlng vas uch larger than that obsrved at elther Cape or Canberra (240)

T~e valations shown in Table X1 are quite irrgaular and show variations

a, a single station from one observing period to another. It can only be

concluded that the ampZitude of the eal variation varies from one

station to another and also from year to year.

SGeeral definite longitude effeota have been observed. The 5577A

n htglow appears to be enbanwod near the region of the South Atlantic

geonagneta anomaly (250,251). It can be questioned vtether this is

airglow or auroral enhancement. Observations over a tw yoar period at

Sacre~ento Peak revealed a consaitently higher intensity to the east of

the station which betae more pronmuced during the spring (202).

Sme studies have boen made of the diurral varlation to see if any
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longitudinal effects could be detected. Slmtaneous observations

have been made on several nights at Caotus Peae and Baoremento Peak. A

dilfe-ancr was found in the local time of the diurnal max u (94). It

was concluded that the diurnal patterl exhibited small local variations and

that there was s longituddinal variation (25~2253). Smltanews obser-

vations at hate Provence and Cactus Peak confirmed the conclusion stated

above (216).

S aazig the different variations of the 5577A nightSlow the

?ollowing gnerml conclusions can be made. The eission is very patchy

and exhibits considerable variability grom night to night. The diurnal

pattern changes with season in mddle latitudes but on the average the

intensity reaches a madimm value during the middle of the night. The

esonal variation pattern is a function of latitude. Below 35 ° a maxi-

mm intensity occurs near the equinozxeos and a minimm Intensity near the

solatices. Above 350 there is a tendency for a fall maxim and a minmm

during the winter and spring. The intensity is lo est near the equator

and increases with latitude. There are definite indications that secon-

dary intensity m .nimm exists betwen 35o and 400. Defltaite intensity

variations with longitude have also been found.

. Correlations

The atomic oxygen green line in the nightglow is probably correlated

vith more phenomena than any of the other airglow emislsions discussed in

this study. There are several otrong correlations with other nlghtglow

emisamion and also ome relations with various geophysieal phenomena.



A high correlation has been found betwen the 5577A line and the 02

Herzberg bands in the alghtglow. Observations at Fritz Peak, Rapid City

College, and Thule shobed departures from this correlation only durUa

auroral enhanement (N2 + bands o3bseed) (173). For observations ove

a, /2 year period at Frits Peak Roach found a correlation coefficient

between the inten ties of 5577A and the 8670A Herzber band of 0.93 (188).

Several workers have reported a strong correlation with Intaeneitlos

in the continuum region. A series of observt aios at Haute Prvenoe have

0 0
revealed that the 5577A nightglow Ile and the 5180A region of the continuwa

vary allarly on both a diurnal and annual basis (188190) Tclhatsu

detected a good correlation of the atoic oxygen nightglow and the 5300A

continuum emission (254). Observations at Brisbane, Australia also re-

veaed a high correlation with the intensity at 5300A (174). Roach found

0 o
a correlation coefficient of 0.86 betven the 5577A and 5260A continum

mi~sions n the nightglow for data collected over a 2-1/2 year period at

Fritz PePk (183). For the s me observationu Roach fond a correlation

0 a
of 0.84 between the 5577A and 4400A continum eisions (163).

Several studcies have revealed only a weak intensity correlation wlth

the 6300A atomic oxygen nightglow (101,1l48236). Dutay and Tahezg made

observations at the enth and at 700 from the sea th and reported correla-

tion coefficients of 0.15. 0.100 (95 observatIons) and 0.356±0.077 (127

cbrervatol w) respctively (148). It is not surprising that the correla-

tion is so low since in the region of the 6577A emission the long lifetime

(110 soe) of the D state mich is the upper state for the 6300A emission

allowi enough time for the ID o gen atcms to be collisiorialy doactivated.



Theg inUniMU correlatio with ths %Odium nightglow wag foUnd to be

10.O14 for 91 zenith observations sad 0o381.V0e00 for 209 700 %*nth

observations at Haute Provence (148). NO correlations have been fowd be -

tvn the intensities of the atomic oxgen green line and the OH bands.

So~e correlations with ionospheric phenozena have been found. St.

Amand reported that the 5577A intemsity variation was similar to variav-

tions in the height of the F region (255). An Increase of 5577A night-

glow intensity with current density In the lover ionosphere has been found

O

Y Rach (1033)o Observations at Fritz Peak of the 5577A intensities

whi s exceed 450 R show a good oorrelation with several ionospher.o para-

me-ters (179).

There is scue disagreement on the correlation between 5577A nightglow

ntea~nsi.ty and magnetic phenomena. The early observations of Payleigh

,howed no relation with the degree of magnetic disturbance (15, 226). Later

yleigh and Jonse fround indications of higher intensity on magnetically

diotrbed days (240). Observations over a 3-1/2 year period at Hate Provence

-svealed some correlation with strong magnetic activity and a strong cox-

rea.ton with magnetic perturbat4vns (148). Observations during 66 nighte

e, Ca tu Peak revealed an apparent negative correlation of 5577A intensity

P
3Since 1959 a number of studies have been reported on the correlation

o, w577A intansity with magnetic phenomena. Observations at Camden* Antr

( 420 Magnetie) reveal little dependence uipon K except for K greater thaw 7

(2,17218). After renwval of autocorrelation no relation with Ep could b

oud in the data taken at Maruyanz (234) and only a very weak Inverse

Kp Is the average planetary magnetic inlexq K Is the local magnetic Indox.
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elation with K (5% a 1ignifiant) could be detected in the obsrvations
P

at sEcrae nto Peak when K was seven or less (256). At Sacremento Peak
P

Uere some to be a direct relation betwen the intensity and X for R
P P

greater than evano but this to based upon only tn cases (250). Okuda

observ d enha~nemets of intensity but no relation with goo tieag o

activity (107)o At Briaband, Australia a possible correlation with high

K vas found (174).* At Fritz Peak and R d City a strong correlation

wa; found by Roach when ex eeded four (257) Th range of observed

intensity also increased with K. It was concluded by Roach that these

relations ware due to cotamination by auroral emiweson (257) At College

Alraka both the intensity and the range of intesity variation ncreased

4th magnetic activity (248). Observatione to the north and south at

Inverearginl, New Zealand (-51 Magnetio) showad a strong dependence of

vision intensity on KEp n both directions whether aurora could or could

not bs detected visually (258). A strong intensity dependence upon K was

ftud for observations at Scott Base (77.9*8S) when K exceeded three (236)e

The relation was better with the local K than with Kp.

The 5577A nightglow intensity was compared with th local components

of the =agnetic field. At Fritz Peak a good correlation w s found with

negative changes in H, particularly when the intensity e %seded 300 (259).

to periods of imcanatio aotivity were Included In this study. Observar

tisons at Brisbane have confirmed this result (174).

At Rakicka..a semid r-nal ehmanceent of intensity with lunar time was

observed (260), Davidon examined the IGY observations at Camden, Hanut

Przoence, and Rapid City for variations with lunar time. A variation was



ftond at each station but the phase at- each station was different and there

was a large statlatical uncertainty in the reults (201) Davidsoe n pointed

out that mst observations were zae during periods without monlight and

hen this was taken into consieratfion along with the uncertaintles found

above it m sat be concluded that litlo or no variation of ntensity with

lunar time exsats (261),
o

Several atte ot have been made to oorrelato the 5577A nlghtglow

activity with solar activity. The earlier studies by Rayleigh showed no

relation with the transit of smupots (157) or short term sunspot varia-

tion (160). A later report by a Rleigh and Jones for observations at

Terling (11 years), Canberra (8 years) and Cape (8 years) gave correlation

ce.9e1icients with the 11 year su~epot oycle of 0.60, 0.79 and 099 respec-

tively (240) Dufay and Teheng found a 0.5 correlation coefficent with the

relative sunspot nmber for 3-1/2 years of observations (148)o There was

a definite correlation with sunspots for nine years of observatIona at

8acrmento Peak (262). At Cactus Peak no apparent relation with sunspots

could be detected for observations betwen Nov. 1948 and Mar. 1954 (85232).

Obeatio over periods less than a year showed no indication of corre-

9tions with snspoto (233,24). Observations over & five year period at

S9enda also failled to show any relation with sunspots (263). There are

ofbervation of a 27 day recurrence of high SS77A intensity which indicate

the possibility of a direct solar influence (148,246).

The 5577A nightglow mission is seen to be definitely correlated with

the continum and 02 Herzberg emission. There are definite indications

of a relation with magnetic activity and iornspheric variations. Whether
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theme lt two relatio~ are due to aural enhancement of the 5577A l1e

Is open to question. Stations with a long record of observation show a

definite correlation vdth the sunspot cycle hile no relation is obvious

at stations with a shorter observatbtn pertods
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RELATIONS BETWEE THE AIRGLOW AND DYNAMICAL PROCESSES

Photochemical equilibrium processes are entirely unable to explain

certain features of the airglow emissions. At high latitudes the OH

nightglow emission not only continues during the entire winter but also

reaches maxinum intensity during the middle of the winter when photo-

cheical equilibrium preicts that the intensity should dreaseo

Several Investigators have shown that neither tonuiation nor chemical

ocmbination can yield the large seasonal variation of sodia abundance

that is observed in the middle and high latitudes (117,142,155) . Tohmatsu

has shown that the Intensity of the atomic oxygen 5577A nghtglov depends

upon the total a=unt of atomic oxygen in the column, the vertical dis-

tribution of the oxygon at os, t he a on reaction rate. and the transition pro-

babilities. The reaction rate and transition probabilties are easen-

tially constant so that the only variation would be the aonmt and dis-

tribution of atmiO oxygen (atomic oxygen concentration). Toahmtsu twund

that the time constants for the change of atomlo oxygen concentration by

phot disuoctation or chemical recombination were quite large (greater than

10 se ) at 100 km such that photochemical equilibrium in a static atmor-

phere Is totally unable to explain any of the diurnal or short ters 5577A

intenslty variations (264) The seasonal intensity variations of the

atomic oxygen and sodium aightglow also appear to defy explanation on a

basis of static photoemicel equilibrium.
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Under photochemicAl equ ilbrium oonditions the oone-hydrogen exci-

tation process of the OCI aightglow takes place at about 70 km. The

results of rocket observations show that the maximam ORH mission layer

is 10 to 18 km higher than 70 km. If the OR exttation is duo to a s 2

proposed by Krassovaky, then the emission should originate at 95 to

100 km (about 10 to 15 km higher than the altitude deduced from rocket

observations). The altitude of the sodium nightglow emission as pre-

dicted by the controlling chetoal reactions is 15 to 20 km lower than

that observed by the use of rockets (45,88).

Studies of the deformation of sodium vapor trails ejected from

rockets, the doformation of ionization trails left by meteors, the

spread of radioactive tracers injected by high altitude atonto tests,

and studies by rocket grenade, chaff, and falling sphere experiments

have all showa that the upper atmosphere is far from static. Strong winds

have been fouWd In the region of the airglow emissions. Several of these

same experiments have also revealed the existence of strong turbulence

aind significant tidal effects at the altitudes of the airglow emissions.

The observed turbulence, tides, difusion and v ertical and horizontal

motions undoubtedly play a significant part in controlling the emission

Intensity of the airglow by changing the concentrations of the various

reactants in the chemical processes producing the emission. Observations

of the atomic oxygen nightglow have revealed movements of the nightglow

pattern at speeds of 90 to 1430 meter/second (171,174). Evidence has

been found for a definite rotational motion of some of the features in

the atomic oxygen nightglow pattern (171). The difference between the
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obsorved features of the airglow and those predcted by photochemical

equilibrium in a static atmosphere must be due to dynamical processes.

A. The Effect of Turbulence

All three airglow emissions investigated in this study exhibit an

irregular, patchy distribution of intensity. Tohmatsu (264) attributes

the 5577A nightglow patciness to variations In the atamic oxygen coneen-

tration of the emitting layer. The patchy distribution of the OH and Na

nightglow are also due to variations in the concentration of the reactants

which produce the emission. The concentration variations are probably

due to tourbulence.

Several workers have investigated the wind structure of the layer

between 80 and 110 km by observation of meteor trails (265,288,267) and

the injection of sodum clouds (288,289,270,a271272). All these inves-

tigations have shown the airglow emission layer to be quite turbulent

with a wide range in eddy side. The larger scale oddies could quite

possibly be responsible for the patchy appearance of the nightglow.

Silverman has observed an occasion of large short term intensity fluc-

tuations throughout a single night. During this night there were no

indications of auraral activity but strong radio star scintillations were

obsorved tdicating density variations in tho upper atmosphere due to

turbulence (221).

In order to explain the patchiness of the i emission akaaura (27)

investigated the effects of localized turbulence upon the change of the

reactant concentrations in the e~itting layer. He based his calculations

upon the ozone-hydrogen reaction and used the results of Dates and Niolet
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(28) who have determined the one and hydrogen concentrations based upon

photochemical equilibrium. Nakaura found that It the CO layer is at

70 km the intensity will increase due to ascending currents into the

omitting layer, bilch will locally increase the osone concentration.

Descending currents into the 70 km regin will bring down excess atomic

hydrogen from the region near 75 km *here Bates and Nicolet (28) pre-

dicted the maxima ataiac hydrogen to be located upon the basis of photo-

chemical equilibrium and thus also increase the OI enission intensity.

Nakoamra also found that if the OH emission layer lies above 75 3r and

below 90 kna the intensity will be rncreased by ascending currents Aich

will bring up higther ozone and hydrogen concentrations but will be deo-

creased by descending currents hich will bring down lower ozone and

hydrogen concentrations. The vertical currents hlch occur as a result

of turbulence in the msasphere are easily capable of varying the OH

demision intensity by an order of magnitude according to takanura'

calculations (27)o The rapid tmaperature decrease normally found in the

upper esosphe (70 to 85 ka) will allow strong vertical currents due to

turbulence to exist in this region.

The difference betwIe the observed OR emission altitude and that

predicted by photochiicsal equilibrium can also be explained by vertical

msidng. Kreasovsky, in one of his arguments against the ozone-hydrogen

process, remarked that, at 70 km, there was insufficient atomlo oxygen

to support the OR emissaon by the ozone-hydrogen process. He argued that

the o*one-hydrogen process could only be sufficient if strong vertical

convection were occurring which would bring the needed atomic oxygen down
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to the emitting altitude (23). The atomic oxygen Is formed above 100

km by dissociation of 02 . Krassovsky later fotund that, even for his 0*

process, atoni oxygen aust recombine below 100 km if the rate is to be

sufficiently rapid and hence must be brought down into the 90 to 100 km

region by turbulence (17). More recent oalculations by Krassovsky have

shown that, regardloss of which process produces the OR nightglow, the

hydrogen recycle process which involves atomic oxygen requires a large

anount of atomic oxygen to enter the emi=tiMg region (26).

Turbulence could possibly alter the vertical distribution given en by

photochemical equilibrium of the concentration of the various chmeical

constituents in the airglow region. It could possibly increase and

even maintain higher atomic oxygen concentrations below 90 km than those

predicted by photochemical equilibriuma Vertical turbulent mixing could

allo increase the H, 03, Na, NaD and Na0 2 concentrations above 78 km so

as to give the observed altitude d1stribution of the COR and Na nightglow

emissions. Even the atomic oxrygen 5577A emission seems to originate

somewhat below (4 to 6 km) the altitude of maximum atomic oxygen conceon-

tration predicted by equilibrium considerations. Downward mixing of atomic

oxygen by turbulence could very well be responsible for this maximum emission

altitude difference. Three rooket measurements have been made of the 0

and 02 concentrations between 82 and 175 km. Below 85 ka and above 120 km

the concentrations of 0 and 02 agreed with theoretical predictions (273).

Betwsen 90 and 12D0 k, no meaningful analysis of the rocket data was pos-

sible. This result could be due to turbulent mixing in the 90 to 120 km

layer. Nicolet has reported that rocoke observations of the 02 distribution
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a-bov 100 km show that atmo~pheric mixing processes are operative at and

above this level (274).

B. TAdal tffects

The diranal variations of the ON and Na nightglow show a tendency for

m inimm intensities near or soewhat before local midnight. The atomic

ozygen nightglow exhibits a tendency for an intensity smalam near vid-

night. In all three cases the diurnal variation ses to be dependent

upon latitude and season. Tidal effects causieg density (concentration)

changes in the ematting region might explain the observed diurnal intensity

variations of the nightglow.

Observations of meteor trails (268, 287, 275) have shown that above

80 km tidal effects are important. Both dirunal and semidiurnal tidal

coponents are observed between 85 and 10 klm. At 96 km a diurnal density

variation with an amplitude of 13% of the mean value has been found from

observations at 53ON durixrg the winter (275). The amplitude of the 24

hour density variation increased by a factor of three between 88 and 105km

and a 12 hour density variation with an amplitude of one half the 24 hour

variation was also found. A seasonal variation in the phase of the diurnal

tia wind between 85 and 100 km was found for observations at Jodrell Bank

(530 N) over a five year period. The pbase changed by about 100 per month

from Jan. to Aug. but betwen Sept* and Nov. the phase shifted rapidly and

irregularly. The time of this sudden phase shift varied from year to

year (267). A semidiurnal tidal wind component of 20 adseo was also found

at Jodrell Bank. The amplitude of both the 12 and 24 hr tidal wind components
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ncreasaed with altitude with the larger increases taking place during

the winter (276).

The atomic oxygen emission intensity has been shown to vary with

density if the emission layer expands or contracts adiabatically. A

10% change in density will cause a 30% change of intensity. Higher

denalties yield higher emission intensities. Vertical velocities of

a few cv sec are sufticient to cause the observed diurnal intensity

variations (184,241) It tidal effects are responsible for the in-

tensity variation the variation will be a function of local time. The

5577A emission will be a function of location if turbulence is respon-

sible for the intensity variation (1768) Pressure oscillations due to

tidal effects will also cause intensity variations since the atomic oxygen

concentration in the emission region is essentially constant during the

course of a sintle night (277). SAnultaneous observations have been made

of the 5577A nightglow at Cactus Peak and Sacremento Peak (252,253) and

also at Haute Provence and Cactus Peak (210). In both these cases the

dironal variation was found to be a function of local time with small

local modifications thus showing that both tidal and turbulence offects

are operative with the tidal effect being predominant.

The saeonal variation of the diurnal intensity pattern of the 5577A

emission may be associated with the seasonal phase change of the diurnal,

tidal wind component of the type found at Jodrell Bank (267). The inten-

aity variation and the diurnal wind components are both strongest and

both exhibit irregularity during the autumn.

A study by Balli and Venkatesaran (77) of the diurnal variation of
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the OH nightglow as produced by the 02 and O3 processes has shown that

neither of these processes can duplicate the observed diurnal variation

rhen considered within a framework of local photochosmcal equilibrium.

These two processes are the only ones known to be capable of producing

the observed high emission intensity. Hece some dynamical process must

be operating to change reactant concentrations in the emission layer.

Vertical motions were postulated by Nakamnura in an attempt to ex-

plain the diurnal variations of intensity as well as the patchiness

of the OH nightglow (27). Nakamura determined the variations of the

absolute intensity by taking an average of the intensities over the

entire sky after they had been reduced to equiltant zenith intensities.

The nightglow layer was assumed to ascend and descend adtabatically.

The changes in the emission intensity were assumed to be due only to

changes in the reactant concentrations caused by the adiabatic expan-

sion and compression of the emitting layer. Nakaura calculated the

adiabatic change in the height of the emission layer necessary to repro-

duce the observed diurnal absolute intensity changes. He also calculated

the vertical velocities necessary to accomplish the altitude change so

that the rate of variation of the emission intensity would be equal to the

observed rate. Nakamra' s results showed that adiabatic descent would

cause the intensity to decrease and ascent would cause the intensity to

increase. The vertical velooities found in this manner were between 4

and 10 c/sec, which could be produced by tidal effeoots.

Makemura's observations of the OH nightalow revealed a seasonal variation

of the durnal intensity variation in which the daily curves showed a greater
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imilarity in the winter than in the suimer with a definite midnight

minimim in the winter and constant or slightly decreasing intensity during

the night in the sumer. This variation might be related to the strong

diurnal tidal wind omponent found during the winter and the weaker diurnal

wind component observed cluring the samer. Nakamura also noted that his

observations of the diurnal intensity variations seemed to show a diurnal

and a semidiurnal component mhich would lend further support to a tidal

excitation mechanism.

The disrnal pattern of the sodium nlghtglow intensity has been found

to be very similar to that observed for OR with the Na diurnal pattern

also exhibiting the same seasonal variation as that of ON. It seems very

11kely that the diurnal sodium intensity variation is controlled by the

same echanism as the OR diurnal intensity variation. Hence it seems to

be very possible that all three components of the nightglow have diurnal

variations due to tidal effects.

C. Short Term Intensity Variations

Observations of the sodium, hydroxyl, and atomic oxygen nightglows

have shown that large, random, day to day variations are a characteristic

feature of these emissions. These random intensaity fluctuations could be

associated wLth the large irregular, day to day variations about the sea-

sonal mean wind that have been shown to exist between 85 and 100 km by

meteor trail observations (2662687,276) Unfortunately there is no series

of simultaneous observations of both the airglow intensity and meteor winds

at the same location to show it these two phenomena are correlated in such a
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mannor that the day to day differenes in the wind will cause corresponding

changes in the airglow intensity.

De Origin of the Upper Atmospheric Sodium

One of the major problea arising from a study of the sodium nightglow

is the explanation of the large annual variation of the atomie sodiumtt

abundance. Photochemical equilibrium processes and sodium Ionization have

been found to be completely unable to eVmlain the observed annal varia-

tion. Shortly after the identification of the sodium nightglow it ws

mugested that the source of the sodium was extraterrestrial and that it

w~s released into the upper atmosphere by the burnup of meteorites (82,83).

Early twilight observations of the sodium abundance shoed a sodium stale

height of 230 ka between 200 and 600 km, thus suggesting an extraterrestrial

source of sodium (111). Some investigators have proposed that the sodium

abundance is due to a Na solar wind similar to the solar proton flux (92,93).

Oboarvations of the annual sodium abundance variation in the southern

hesphere have shown that the variation is seasonal and six months out of

phase with the northern heaiphere abundance variation. This aprues a&ganst

an extraterrestrial source for sodiaum. Siltaneos obserations ofat the

meteor flur/24 hours and of the twilightglow sodium abundance have been

made at Christchurch for a one year period. The results of these obser-

vations have shown that the sodium abundance does not depend upon the rate

of meteor influx (155). Calculations of the sodium influx of the sodium

solar wind have shown this source to be incepable of explainin the sodium

abundance and variation (105,278).
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Several invastigatora have suggested that the sodium Is of marine origin.

Obsorvations of the lithium and potassium tvilightglow have been made and

the lithium and potassium abundances deduced from these observations have

been compared with the observed sodium abundances. Donahue has found that

the observed I4/Na ratio is between the L4/Na ratio found in meteorites

and in the ocean (270). The observations of the LI abundance ae qute

possibly contaminated by lithium injected during nuclear tests vhich took

place shortly before the Li twilight observations. The Ne/K abundance

radio has been found to be almost the same as the ratio of thwse tio

cmpound in seavater thus supporting a marine origin for the sodium

(125,280).

Junge has presented an argument against a marine origin for sodium

(278) He has found that if sea salt particles are the sodium source, then

the very size of the particles prevents then from being carried in suf-

ficient quantity to altitudes above 70 km where the sodium atoms become

detached from the particle and thus produce changes in the sodium abundance.

Junge' s calculations show that not even the smallest salt particles

(0.1~( radius) will be carried above 50 kmI. He further found that if the

Na "evaporation" from the salt particles Isatwr below 30 km then the salt

particles can supply sufficient sodium by molecular dispersed NaO and NaO2 ,

but he considered "evaporation" of sodium from the salt particles to be

extrenely unlikely below 70 km.

Junge calculated the sodium flux due to extraterrestrial sources and

found that only meteors could supply the observed sodium abundance. In

9act he found that the annual sodium flux from meteors was 30 times higher
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than the observed winter sodium ab~dances (278)o A factor favoring

meteoric origin of the sodium is that the moteors burn up principally

between 80 and 100 kn, at Just the altitudes where the maximum free

sodium concentration is found.

Kalkstein (281) has found that the residence time above 20 km for

radioactive debris Injected into the atmosphere at 43 k with tthe major

portion of the debris rlsing to about 100 km as a result of the nuclear

blast is about 10 years. It would be expected that sodium entering the

atmosphere from meteor burnup between 80 and 100 km would have a similar

it not longer residence time since the meteor burnup would create finer,

lighter particles than produced by atomic testing. This iplies that the

greater part of the sodium in the upper atmosphere exists in a combined

form and that the total amount of free and combined sodium tar exceeds the

amount of free sodium found in the night or twilight airglow. Using the

sodium influx rate due to meteors and a residence time of 10 years above

20 km it is seen that the total amount of sodium is more than two orders

of magnitude groater than the amounts of free sodium observed in the air-

glow. This undoubtedly accounts for the observed Independence of free

wodium abundance upon meteor flux rate. In conclusion it appears that

the sodium is probably of meteoric origin and that only a small traction

of the aodium exists in the free neutral state. The potaessum abundance

observed in the airglow strongly detracts from the conclu on an ta, the

aodium origin.
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. General Circulation and Seasonal Airglow V±arations

The last remaining topic to be covered is the relatins between the

soas*nal airglow variations and the upper atmospherio oirculation. The

seasonal variations of observed upper atmospheric parameters will be pre-

entedfirst followed by a discussion of possible relations of these

circulation features with each of the airglow components investigated in

this study.

The temperature structure and variations in the upper atmosphere have

been investigated by means of rocket soundings. The principal temperature

measurements have been made at Guam (13.5*N)(282), White S , N. M.

(320N)(283,28), and Churchill (590N)(70,28,286). At firings

were conducted during Nov. 1958. The temperature was foun to decrease

steadily between 50 and 80 km with a mini= teperature at the upper limit

of the observations (80 km) of 190O'. At White Sands 12 rooket measure-

rants were conducted which showed no seasonal changes and only a wmall

diurnal variation in the temperature between 50 and 80 km, The lapse rate

wa3 fairly steady at about 2.*o/Ikm, and a minimum temperature of 2001K

was found at 80 km (the upper limit of the measurements). At Churchill

10 rocket firings were made which showed a strong seasonal variation in

the temperature above 50 kme In the summer the temperature decrease above

the mesopeak (50 to 55 k) was quite steady and minimum temperatures of

10 to 1701 were found at the aesopause (80 to 85, km), The winter measure-

ments at Churchill all showed strong secondary peaks in the temperature

(250 to 290o1) between 70 and 80 kma. The temperatures at the mesopause

(85 km) were 220 to 225K ~hich is 40 to 60K warmer than the sumer tempera-

turso at 85 km. In all cases where data vwre available a rapid increase of
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temperature with height was found above the mesopause.

The principal wind measurements above 80 km have been made through

observations of meteor trails (266,267). Below 80 km a variety of tech-

niques have been employed. Sumaries of all the known wind observations

have been made by Murgatroyd (278) and by aDonald (287). Detween 30

and 80 ha the wind is from the east during the swmar with average maximum

velocities of 75 aosee at 60 km in middle latitudes. During the winter

in this same region the wind is from the west with maxiuam average speeds

of 95m/soc in the core at 55 km between 40 and 450 latitude. A secondary

maximu of somehat doubtful existence of 64 /sec is found at 50 km and

650 latitude (287) The winds between 80 and 100 km undergo large seasonal

variations. In middle latitudes the wind is frn the west during the rsamer

and vinter but lighter winds from the east prevail at taies near the

equinoxes. Above 80 km the meridional component of the circulation be-

comes fairly strong.

The OR intensity reaches maximum values in the late fall and early

winter, maintains relatively high values during the winter, and has a

minimum in the late summer. The average OH intensity seems to inorease

with latitude during the winter and stations in aiddle latitudes appear

to have a larger annual intensity variation than locations at lower latitudes.

Wallace (24) has sugaested that the high wintertime t emission inten-

sity could be maintained by downward mixing of atomic aoygen from the high

atomic oxygen concentrations found above 100 km. Vertical atomic oxygen

transport could result in atacic oxygen concentrations five times greater

than that given by photocheoncal equilibrium used in previous calculations
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at 85 to 90 km (24). This increased 0 concentration will give higher

emission rates at 85 to 90 km. Continuing downward 0 transport will main-

tain an emission peak at these altitudes and thus be more in line with

the emission altitudes determined by rocket observations. The downward

mixing of atomic oxygen would give an OR emission ihich would have inten-

sities ndependent of teoperature as is normally observed at middle and

low latitudes (24).

The observed winter OR emission rate has been found to require

7 x 1018 atoms of 0/cMa column for 100 days of mission during the arctic

winter (24)* The amount of photochemically disociated atomic oxygen above

80 km is between 1018 and 1019 at~e/om 2 column. This is Inadequate to

maintain the high emission rate throughout the entire winter. The deple-

tion of atomic oxygen would gradually slow down the emission rate until

it would be far below the observed rate and thus not duplicate the wnter

ximaum. In order to have continued high OR nightglow ittendty throughout

the winter, atomic oxygen aust be mixed poleward and dovnanrd from the

tropical regions where solar radiation I8 still acting to dissociate 02 into 0.

The poleward and downward transport of 0 has been used by Kellogg to

oxplain the winter heating of the arctic atmosphere (289) . The recombina-

tion of at ic oxygen below 90 km vould supply the energy to maintain the

high winter temperatures. It has been found that the energy released by 0

recombination will primarily go into heating of the atmosphere (290)o It

follows that the ambient temperature will depend upon the atomic oxygen

concentration. If the OL emission rate is dependent upon the atamie oxygen

concentration also, then the observed high latitude intensity-temperature
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temperature depend upon the same factor (atomic oxygen concentration) In-

stead of the intensity variation being a direct result of the temperature

"variation through the reaction rate coefficient. The winter temperature

observations at Churchill show possible evidence of subsidence which

supports the Kellogg proposal.

Radioactive tracer experiments using Rh-10a njected at high altitudes

during atomic tests have been interpreted as shoidag that increased

vertical mixing occurs at higher latitudes between 100 km and the lower

stratosphere during the winter (281) The tracer experaments can also be

.iterpreted as showing that in the region near 100 km fairly rapid pole-

Yard horizontal diffusion takes place by both molecular and eddy processese

At 100 km the characteristic time for the recombination of tcaio oxygen

Is on the order of about two weeks and longer above 100 km. Thus pole-

ward mixing of atomic oxygen is possible above 100 km.

The vertical aixing between the lower stratosphere and 100 km observed

at higher latitudes during the winter could also transport 03 and H up into

the emission layer as well as briging 0 down into the emis ion layer and

thus furnih an additional mode of increasing the OH emission intensity.

Durin the stwmer there are no observations of the ON nightglow at high

latitudes. The sodium airglow seems to have a double intensity maximum

in both the fall and spring with high intensity during the winter and a

miniaum of intensity in the early sumer Several investigators havo sug-

gested that the seasonal sodium alalow variations are due to horizontal

and vertical trensport of sodium (117,119,142,155). Transport of neutral
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Na f£mn over the inter pole into middle latitudes has been suggested as

the cause for the high winter abundances, but then in this case the winter

sodium vould be highest over the poles. Observations have shown that the

winter sodium abundance is higher in middle latitudes, thus opposing the

argumnt for equatorward transport of sodium.

It has been pointed out above that most of the atmospheric sodium pro-

bably exists in a combined form such as Na0 and Na3 2. Sodium will be

almost entirely in the combined form below 80 km. The changeover of the

mesospheric circulation from summer to winter and back again will un-

doubtedly result in a great deal of vertical mixing. The winds observed

betwoen 80 and 100 km show a direction revftral during the fall and the

spring hbile the changeover at lower altitudes is taking place. Obser-

vations of meteor winds have shown that the maximum turbulence at 90 km

(the altitude of the sodium airglow) occurs at the time of the equinoxes

and minimum turbulence is observed during the smmer and winter (291).

The increased vertical mixing that occurs during the spring and fall could

bring excess Na0 and NaO2 from lower altitudes and also bring down increased

amounts of 0 from higher altitudes into the emission region thus producing

the observed enhancents of intensity during these periods. During the

winter continued downward mixing of 0 from above 100 km will help maintain

increased emission intensities.

The atomic oxygen 3577A night low exhibits a definite autumn maximum

and a winter minimum of intensity at all stations. The seasonal variations

auring the remainder of the year seem to be dependent upon latitude. Delow

3V latitude there are maxima in the spring and fall and minima during the



cammaer and vntor. Above 350 the mwaium intensity occurs in the fali

and a prolongcad minim= is found In the winter and spring. The 5577A

erdsion also seems to vary with latitude, exhibiting an intensity minimum

nsar the equator, a maximum at about 300 latitude, a secondary minim i

between 350 and 400, and increasing intensity polemard of 40.*

The seasonal and latitudinal variatins of the 5577A airglow are dif-

&e1ult to interpret on the basis of any elple circulation model. The

fact that the emittig layer is princpelly above 95 km may in se way
0

effect the intensity variations. The 5577A Intensity variation equatorward

of 350 can be interpreted as due to increand vertical mixing in the fall

and spring accoipanying the changeover of the sonal circulation below 80 km.

Thic fits the intensity variation found for the sodium nightglow in middle

latitufes.

Above 35% the 577A nightglow exhibits a different anual variation

patterno The annual variation of the sodium airglow at aaskatoon (52 0 N)

so differs frcam the sodium variation at lower latitudes. Here the maxi-

ama Na intensities are found in the spring and the minimm in the fall in

cppoi te phase to the 5577A variation above 351 latitude. This 1800 phase

difference in the intensity variation is not contradictory. The fact that

twz emissions show a different variation pattern at higher and lower latitudce

f$rt1her supports the possibllity ofL a change in circulation pattern with

latitude. Differences in the altitude of emission may be responsible for

the difference in the latitude of the change of the emission pattern since the

c angover occurs at about 35oN for the 5577A airglow and between 450 and E 0



for the Na aerglow. Thus the same differences In a circulation pwi~"rn

can account for the variations of both the sodium and atomic oxygen air-

glow&
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CONCLUSIONS

The emission of the hydroAyl banda, the sodium D doublet, and the

atomic oxygen green line in the airglow is affected by dynamic prooesses

in the upper atmosphere. The patchiness of theose emisions appears to be

due to turbulence in the upper atmosphere. Upper atmospheric tides seem

to be directly related to the diurnal variations of intensity of the

three airglow emissions studies.

The sodium in the upper atmosphere is most likely of meteoric

origin. The meteor tnflux rate and the upper atmospherit storage times

lead to the conclusion that the total amount of sodium in the upper

atmosphere is much greater than the amount of tree- neutral sodium deduced

from twilightglow and nightglow observations. A large percentage of the

sodium probably exists in the form of sodium oxide (NaO)) and sodium

di±ide (NaO2).

The tmperature of the CH emission layer (80 to 85 ka) as deduced

from measurements of the ON vibration-rotation band structure is in equi-

librium with and equivalent to the ambient temperature. The seasonal and

latitudinal variations of the OR rotational temperature fit in remarkably

well LIth the rocket temperature measurements at the altitude of the OR

layer. Simultaneous rocket easurements of the upper atmospheric tempera-

ture and ground measurements of the OH rotational temperature and height

should be made so as to determine if the OH nghtjlow observations can

be used directly as a means of determining the upper atmospheric tempera-

ture.
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It appears that the seasonal intensity variations of the sodiun and

atomic oxygen nightglov can be fitted into a single circulation scheme.

Both emissions exhibit intensity maxima in the spring and fall and inten-

sity minima in the pumer and winter at lower latitudes. This is in good

agreement with the observed variation of the turbulence intensity at the

altitudes of these omissions. At higher latitudes the annual variation

of the intensity of these two emissions is different, indicating a change

in the circulation at middle latitudes. At 100 km this changeover appears

to take place at about 35' latitude based upon the atomic oxygen 5577A

nightglow variations and at 90 km the changeover seems to occur between

45u and 300 latitude based upon the sodium airglow variations, Increased

sodium emission intensity is probably due to upward mixing of part of the

arge atmospheric store of sodium oxides. The enhancement of the 5577A

.,=ssiaon results from increased downward mixing of atomic oxygen to alti-

tudeswhere the recombination of the oxygen atoms is more rapid.

The infensity variation of the OH emission with latitude and season

daes not appear to readily fit into the same circulation pattern indicated

by the 5577A and 5893A eoissions. Enhancement of .rhe Oh eamission by down-

mrd mixing of atomic oxygen so as to Increase the rate of emission would

r'qure a simultaneous increase of 5577A emission intensity. It has been

shown that there is almost no correlation between the O and 5577A emis-

sions which argues strongly against the enhancement of OH emission by

increased downward mixing of atomic oxygen. The only recourse seems to

be that the OH emission must be enhaiced by upward meiing of some atmos-

pheric constituent(s) from lower altitudes. Included in the list of those

substances which could psssibly increasm the OR intensity by increased
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upward mixing are 03, H and H02" The production of OH by reactions

with D 2 bould be more thoroughly Investigated.

The fact that the ON emission occurs prinoipally below the meaopause

may be the reason for the difference between the variations of intensity

of OH and Na and 0 (5577A). The observations of the OH Intensity are

relatively few in number as capared to the other two emissions. It may

well be that the OR intensity does exhibit both fall and spring maxima

but that the number, timing and quality of the observations have failed

to show the actual variation. In any case frequent observations of the

VH nightglow intensity and temperature for a period of not less than

three years in length should be made within each 50 latitude belt between

25, and 000 latitude in order to firmly establish the true variations of

the OH nightglow. A similar set of observations of the sodium and green

atomic oxygen nightglow would also be useful.

Simultaneous observation of meteor winds and the intensities of the

various airglow components ould also be useful in the study of the upper

atmospheric motions. These observations could be made at 250, 35~, 45-

and 550 latitude. The short and long term correlations between the varia-

tions in the winds and the airglow intensities may give considerable in-

sight into the dynamical processes in the upper atmosphere in addition to

furnishing a proportionately large amount of observational evidence.
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